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Faculty recital blends mathematics and music 
JORI GREGORIO 
STAFF WRITFR 
Music and math came 
together last week when 
music professorChristopher 
Adler performed for the 
public. The piano recital en­
titled "014442103231320" 
was given last Thursday. 
The event showcased 
contemporary piano music 
built from mathematics, 
celebrating not only Adler's 
works but also works by 
Tom Johnson and Juan 
Campoverde Q. The recital 
took place in the French 
Parlor of Founders Hall 
and was comprised of five 
pieces. 
Before the recital was 
set to begin, the French 
Parlor was filled with USD 
students, staff and faculty. 
This recital was especially 
exciting for the music de­
partment, as it was the first 
ever live broadcast of a 
concert. 
"I'm here because 
you'll never hear this kind 
of music anywhere else. 
This is an unique experi­
ence to hear at our school," 
senior and music major 
Ryan Lynch said. 
Adler opened his show 
by welcoming the audience 
with a special thanks to 
American minimalist com­
poser Tom Johnson, who 
was visiting from his current 
residence of Paris, France. 
Originally from Colorado, 
Johnson often uses formu­
las, permutations, various 
mathematical models and 
predictable sequences to 
form his creations. Johnson 
is known for his biggest 
composition, "Bonhoeffer 
Oratorium," a two hour 
work done in German for 
orchestra, chorus and solo­
ist. 
While Johnson was 
not in town to perform any 
of his works, he did give a 
free lecture on the evening 
of Feb. 25, entitled, "I Want 
to Find the Music, not to 
Compose It." 
It is from this idea 
that Johnson oomposed 
"Counting Keys" (1982-
1989), which was the last 
piece performed in Adler's 
recital. 
Adler wrote that the 
set, "demonstrates Tom 
Johnson's desire to 'find' 
the music rather than to 
'compose' it, by seeking 
mathematically-inspired 
constructions with an in­
trinsic beauty that may 
be rendered in musical 
sound." 
One of Johnson's most 
recent projects is entitled 
"Tilework," a series of 14 
See RECITAL, Page 4 
DANIELLE DUHART/THE VISTA 
Professor Christopher 
Adler gave the recital. 
Laptops available for loan at new Serra computer lab 
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Students can go to Serra Hall Room 205 to rent laptop 
computers from Academic Technology Services. 
ANDRES BARRAZA 
STAFF WRITER 
Housed in one of 
USD's oldest buildings is 
a relatively new, well-kept 
secret to those who don't 
frequent Serra Hall on a 
regular basis. Built in 1956, 
Serra Hall boasts character­
istics that are reminiscent 
of an old government build­
ing, but it is now home to 
fresh and modern services. 
With a new look 
comes new equipment and 
services. Since the renova­
tion of the computer lab 
decreased the amount of 
desktop computers for the 
sake of workspace and 
comfort, the lab has begun 
to offer five additional 
Apple MacBooks and 15 
Dell laptops available for 
students to check out in 
three-hour increments. 
These laptops are equipped 
with the same software 
available on the computer 
lab's desktops computers 
and can be used anywhere 
on the USD campus. They 
are also compatible with 
the printers in the computer 
lab. 
"We wanted a more 
welcoming and comfortable 
computer lab that also in­
creased task productivity," 
said computer lab manager 
Maureen Dominguez. 
The Serra 205 comput­
er lab was remodeled this 
past summer and completed 
at the beginning of the fall 
semester. What used to be 
cold, clustered and unin­
viting rows of computers 
has now been turned into a 
more relaxing, aesthetically 
pleasing and task oriented 
space for students. From 
the deep purple walls and 
contemporary chandeliers, 
to the comfortable table 
chairs and open desk space, 
the newly improved lab has 
proven to be a hit amongst 
those who know about it. 
For those who have not no­
ticed the large glass double 
doors leading into the lab, 
go explore Serra Hall's 
main floor. 
Serra 205 now offers 
media editing equipment 
software, such as Adobe 
Design Premium, a color 
laser jet printer, flatbed 
scanner and even negative 
scanners. Students can con­
vert and transfer data from 
VHS to DVD from the 
single media editing sta­
tion. An express station has 
also been added, comprised 
of a row of iMac computers 
placed on a high counter for 
quick computer needs, such 
as checking emails, search­
es or printing. This express 
is especially convenient for 
those quick, before-class 
print jobs without having 
to take up other computers 
being used for larger proj­
ects. 
An area called the 
Collaboration Corner is a 
space set aside with enough 
comfortable seating for a 
group of students working 
on a project together. A 
group of students may also 
use the TeamSpot program 
at this corner to work to­
gether on a single large TV 
screen from their laptops or 
from the ones available for 
checkout. 
For hours of operation 
for the computer lab and 
more information on equip­
ment checkout, visit the IT 
Services website at sandi-
ego.edu/its/labs. Copley 
Library has also added the 
services of laptop check­
out, with 15 MacBooks as 






They wanted to tackle 
student complaints about 
long lines and the lack 
of a delivery service, so 
USD Dining and Auxilary 
Services debuted their new 
WebFood online feature. 
The service allows stu­
dents and faculty to make 
food orders online, which 
they are able to pick up or 
have delivered in a timely 
manner on campus. 
Anyone who has vis­
ited such locations as La 
Paloma and the Student 
Life Pavilion Dining (SLP) 
understand the flurry of 
the lunch rush. A yearning 
for Bacon Turkey Bravo 
on sliced wheat can take a 
while to satiate, since many 
students crowd into the 
ordering area at the same 
time. USD hopes to pro­
vide a more pleasant dining 
experience that does not 
require crowds. 
Operating from a com­
pany known as the CBORD 
Group, the system uses 
cashless card system prod­
ucts that help serve various 
colleges in and out of the 
country. Other universities 
using the system include 
Vanderbilt University, New 
York University and Wash­
ington State University. 
The installation of 
WebFood began last spring 
when Dining Services 
sought a solution to the 
large lunch crowds. "La 
Paloma is one of our most 
popular dining locations 
on campus and we hope 
to be able to remodel and 
expand one day, but for 
now we thought Webfood 
could provide some solu­
tions," said Loryn Johnson, 
director of marketing and 
development for the aux­
iliary administration. The 
WebFood system was later 
expanded to serve more 
dining areas once the SLP 
was opened this fall. 
"I think it has great 
potential for the school, 
it's just not there yet," said 
junior Ryann Berens, who 
has used WebFood in the 
past. "It's limited to where 
you can use it and where 
you can order it, and it's 
limited to what is avail­
able." 
Others have nothing 
but praise to offer the new 
system. "I use it all the 
time to order lunch at [La| 
See WEBFOOD, page 2 
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Word of the Week: 
"Break" 
This is my official thumbs 
down to USD's uber-early spring 
break. 
In the next six weeks 1 will 
have one week off from school, 
two weeks off from work and 
one week with my boyfriend in 
town. Unfortunately, none of 
these "spring breaks" overlap. 
Schools like UCSD and 
SDSU begin spring break late in 
March, presumably to provide 
extra time for the celebration of 
Easter. For some reason, USD 
and PLNU are the only two 
schools in the area with a break 
in early March accompanied by 
a glorified long weekend before 
Easter. 
Shouldn't the schools that 
identify with Christianity pro­
vide more time for students 
who would like to celebrate the 
resurrection of Christ? Easter 
inarguably represents the most 
important moment in Christian 
history. 
USD students who would 
like to be with family out of town 
for the celebration of Easter will 
be paying big bucks for airline 
tickets just days before a major 
holiday. The inconvenience par­
allels the one they experience 
each winter break, since finals 
end mere days before the Christ­
mas holiday. 
I've heard a number of 
rumors about the administra­
tion's motives regarding the 
awkward placement of spring 
break. Among them are whispers 
that the Catholic leaders don't 
want their students fraternizing 
with the "secular" public school 
students. 
Of course, the date of Easter 
is incredibly variable, which 
makes planning a consistent 
break difficult from year to year. 
The holiday can land anywhere 
from March 22 to April 25. Next 
year, it will fall incredibly late, 
on April 24. 
I can see how it might be 
difficult to place the break right 
before Easter every single year, 
but it would be easy enough most 
years. 
Aside from the travel issues, 
an early spring break means va­
cations without warm weather. 
We're still in the midst of our 
California pseudo-winter season, 
which may be mild compared to 
other regions, but is not condu­
cive to a day at the beach. And 
those who are vacationing else­
where will likely need to pack 
warm layers. 
We'll also have to deal with 
a number of midterms and papers 
immediately after the break. This 
means that precious vacation 
time will be spent stressing over 
school work. 
Most of all, the two breaks 
within a month of one another get 
me out of my academic rhythm. I 
just can't settle into a semester 
when my routine is constantly 
being disturbed. 
This is one area where USD 
would do well to follow in the 
footsteps of state schools. Our 
break should not be so darn 
early. 
1940 "Gone with the 
Wind" sweeps the Oscars, 
winning the Best Picture, 
Director, Actress and 
Screenplay categories. 
1932 In a crime that 
shocked the nation, aviation 
hero Charles Lindbergh's 
20-month-old son is kid­
napped from his home. 
1904 Theodor Geisel, 
better known to the world 
as the beloved author and 
illustrator, Dr. Seuss, is born 
in Springfield, Mass. 
1873 Congress enacts the 
so-called Comstock Law, 
making it illegal to send any 
"obscene, lewd or lascivi­
ous" book through the mail. 
1995 Comedic star John 
Candy dies suddenly of a 
heart attack at the age of 43. 
At the time of his death, he 
was filming "Wagons East." 
1963 The Hula-Hoop is 
patented by the company 
Wham-O, and sells an es­
timated 25 million hoops 
within its first four months. 
2001 Napster, Inc. begins 
its death spiral when it com­
plies with a Federal court 
order to block transfers of 
copyrighted material. 
1987 Mike Tyson defeats 
James "Bonecrusher" Smith 
and becomes the youngest 
undisputed heavyweight 
champion in boxing history. 
Source: History.com 
University holds overnight to encourage diversity 
TRACY STEINBACK 
STAFF WRITER 
"The [USD] campus needs 
more diversity," Esteben Reyes 
said. "When I toured a few years 
ago it seemed like all of the stu­
dents were Caucasian. I didn't 
know of any clubs or organization^ 
that existed for people that were of 
different ethnicities or religions." 
To solve this issue, USD 
started a new program called 
ME@USD, a program that brings 
prospective students of diverse 
backgrounds to campus to tour the 
school. The program involves cur­
rent students hosting diverse ap­
plicants for an overnight stay. The 
visitors are given an opportunity 
to tour the campus, meet profes­
sors and participate in a fair where 
booths are set up for a selection 
of USD clubs and services. At the 
fair, the students can see where 
they would fit in at USD and what 
organizations might help them to 
achieve their goals. 
The program began last year 
and garnered much success. 45 
percent of the students who visited 
USD and participated in the pro­
gram applied to attend the univer­
sity. The program relies heavily on 
current students' support. Students 
who have volunteered in the past 
agree that the program is reward­
ing. 
'1 felt that it was an exciting the best decision I made because 
experience to reach out to possible 
future Toreros," Dolores Blackwell 
said. "The host in some respects 
is the most important part of the 
decision process for coming to 
USD. 1 tell everyone who has not 
taken the opportunity to become a 
mentor to be a part of success that 
results from the program." 
"I really enjoyed going to the 
ME@USD Overnight, because it 
really helped show that there is 
more diversity here at USD than 
at first glance," former participant 
and current student Jessica An-
drade said. 
"Besides choosing to attend 
USD, going to the overnight was 
it helped open so many opportuni­
ties for me, including becoming 
a member of SSS [Student Sup­
port Services] and attending their 
summer bridge program," Andrade 
said. "Both of these programs 
helped me make so many new 
friends. This really had a large and 
extremely beneficial impact on my 
life here at USD, so now I would 
like to help give back to the ME@ 
USD program by being a host for 
this years' program." 
Contact Joseph Davidson for 
more information about hosting 
diverse USD applicants. He can 
be reached at Jdavidson@sandi-
ego.edu. 
"Webfood" offers pick up and go service 
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Nevtf online orstering 
system. Place your 
order and pay in 
advance, skip the 
lines, pkk up you? 
food & go! 
CELESTE SOTOAHE VISTA 
Signs advertising "Webfood" online ordering options hang through­
out La Paloma and the SLP. 
Missing Poway teen found dead 
The body of Chelsea King 
was discovered in a shallow 
grave Tuesday. Authorities have 
arrested a man suspected of rape 
and murder in connection with her 
disappearance. Police had been 
searching for Poway High School 
student Chelsea King, 17, since 
Thursday, said Susan Plese, a San 
Diego County Sheriff's Depart­
ment spokeswoman. 
A member of a law enforce­
ment dive team found the body 
shortly after 1 p.m. on the south 
side of the lake, about 10 feet from 
the water's edge, Sheriff William 
Gore said. 
The high school senior was 
last sighted at school, and her 
parked car was found at Rancho 
WEBFOOD, continued 
Paloma," freshman Katy Cooper 
said. 
It may take a student a few 
tries to see how far in advance one 
must order online so that it may 
fulfill the program's promise of a 
pick up and go option. "I ordered a 
sandwich online and what I didn't 
realize was that you had to order 
several hours or up to a day in ad­
vance," said Berens. 
In reference to any computer 
glitches Johnson said, "there are 
technical difficulties on occasion, 
some of the interfaces behind the 
scenes of the program have minor 
issues, just like any"new computer 
Bernardo Community Park. King 
was a cross-country runner who 
often visited the park to run on 
its many trails, Plese said. Sher­
iff William Gore told reporters 
Sunday that authorities had hoped 
to find King alive. 
Police arrested John Albert 
Gardner III, 30, Sunday afternoon 
after evidence pointed to him as 
possibly linked to King's disap­
pearance, Gore said. Gardner is 
being held in San Diego Central 
Jail on suspicion of rape and 
murder. Gardner is a registered sex 
offender in the state of California. 
The registry lists his offense as 
"lewd or lascivious acts with a 
child under 14 years." 
Police are looking into 
whether Gardner is connected to 
an attack on a jogger in the same 
park several weeks ago, Capt. 
Lisa Miller said. He was arraigned 
Wednesday. 
Chile earthquake may 
shortened days on Earth 
have 
The colossal earthquake that 
struck Chile last week may have 
shifted the Earth's axis and cre­
ated shorter days, NASA scientists 
reported. The change is small but 
permanent. According to initial 
calculations, each day should be 
1.26 microseconds shorter. 
A microsecond is one-mil­
lionth of a second. A large earth­
quake shifts vast amounts of rock 
and thus alters the distribution of 
mass on the planet. When that dis­
tribution shifts, it changes the rate 
at which the planet rotates, there-
program. 
Auxiliary Services is confi­
dent that the program will be help­
ful. They saidthat more and more 
students have been signing up. 
"All in all the program is working 
well and we plan on adding addi­
tional menu items and locations in 
the future," Johnson, said 
Open six to seven days per 
week, a student can order food 
from the Student Life Pavilion or 
La Paloma. To allow several pay­
ment options for students, Dining 
Dollars and Campus Cash are ac­
cepted, in addition to credit cards. 
Set up an account using a Torero 
Mail e-mail address at usd.web-
food.com. 
fore changing the length of a day. 
"Any worldly event that 
involves the movement of mass 
affects the Earth's rotation," Ben­
jamin Fong Chao of NASA said 
while explaining the phenom­
enon. 
Richard Gross, a geophysicist 
at NASA's Jet Propulsion Labora­
tory in Pasadena, Calif., used a 
computer model to demonstrate 
how the 8.8-magnitude earthquake 
might have affected the earth. 
He determined that the quake 
should have moved the earth's axis 
by about three inches. Changes 
brought on by natural disasters 
aren't uncommon. The 9.1-mag­
nitude earthquake in 2004 that 
produced a tsunami in the Indian 
Ocean shortened days by 6.8 mi­
croseconds. 
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FEB 26 - FEB 28 PUBLIC SAFETY REPORT 
Feb. 26 
Location: SAN ANTONIO DE PADUA 
At 12:54 a.m. Resident Assistants cited 
one student for minor in possession (MIP), 
hosting and intervisitation. One other stu­
dent was cited for intervisitation and for 
violating 21yr+ housing rules. 
Feb. 26 
Location: JENNY CRAIG PAVILION 
WEST LOT 
At 1:02 p.m. Public Safety responded 
to a report of vandalized university property 
that was observed in plain view inside a stu­
dent's vehicle. Upon investigation, a student 
had removed a "Tow Away" sign and had 
placed it in her vehicle to park in a reserved 
space while she used the gym facilities. 
The student was contacted and cited for not 
obeying traffic rules and regulations. 
Feb. 26 
Location: SPORTS CENTER MAIN 
BUILDING 
At 7:35 p.m. a USD employee ob­
served an unknown male checking door 
handles on the second floor of the Sports 
Center complex. The employee approached 
the man, but the individual left without 
answering her questions. The subject has 
been described as a black male in his twen­
ties, with short curly hair, and was last seen 
wearing blue jeans and a tan t-shirt. The 
reporting party contacted Public Safety at 
approximately 2 p.m. on 2/26/10. The in­
cident remains under investigation. Anyone 
having any information regarding this 
incident is encouraged to contact Public 
Safety at (619)-260-2222. Your safety and 
security are extremely important to us. We 
urge community members to follow safety 
tips on the DPS web site: sandiego.edu/ 
safety/pdf/crimepreventionstrategies.pdf 
Feb. 26 
Location: SAPS GARAGE 
At 10:40 p.m. a Public Safety officer 
observed too many passengers in the back 
seat of a vehicle. The individuals inside the 
vehicle were contacted, identified as four 
students and two non-students. Addition­
ally, several beer cans were observed in 
plain view on the floor of the vehicle. One 
student was cited for minor in possession 
(MIP) and for being under the influence of 
alcohol, and another student was cited for 
being under the influence of alcohol and for 
being in the presence of alcohol (IPA). The 
two remaining students were cited for IPA. 
The non-students were released. 
Feb. 27 
Location: SAPS GARAGE 
At 7:06 p.m. Public Safety responded to 
a report of an alcohol bottle observed in plain 
view in a parked car. Upon investigation, the 
owner of the car was contacted, identified as 
a student and was cited for minor in posses­
sion (MIP). 
Feb.28 
Location: MAIN KIOSK 
At 1:03 a.m. Public Safety responded to 
a report of a male subject who was passed 
out in a cab. Upon investigation, the indi­
vidual was contacted, determined to be a 
non-student, and was under the influence of 
alcohol. SDPD was contacted and assumed 
custody of the individual. 
Feb. 28 
Location: SAN BUENAVENTURA 
At 6:34 a.m. Public Safety responded to 
a report of harassing communication from 
one resident student to another. This incident 
has been referred to Residential Life. 




dancing and donations for Haiti 
flooded the UC on Friday night. 
Sigma Phi Epsilon and Kappa 
Kappa Gamma collaborated to 
create a country-western themed 
fundraiser called the "Cowtown 
Throwdown" to raise money for 
UNICEF. Students dressed as 
hillbillies, cowgirls, cowboys and 
even farm animals attended the 
fundraiser with overwhelming 
enthusiasm. 
"It was refreshing to see 
the student body come together 
to support such a good cause," 
sophomore Rachel Lee said. More 
than 450 students attended to play 
games, dance and show their sup­
port for Haiti. 
A wide variety of organiza­
tions collaborated to raise money 
for the fundraiser. The booths 
occupied by each organization 
were either informational or had 
a western-style county fair game 
such as "Lasso a Kappa," "Milk 
Pong," or even, "Pin the tie on 
the Alcala Club member." The 
venue not only provided county 
fair games and prizes, but also had 
an entirely separate dance floor. 
Two Sigma Phi Epsilon brothers 
tag-teamed the spin tables with 
the musical stylings of DJ Nick 
Metrie and Fergie Ferg. 
Mid-way through the danc­
ing festivities, Ruffles and Bows, 
a professional group of square 
dancers, led a step-by-step lesson 
on-how to do traditional square 
dancing. The square dancing 
group expressed their excitement 
to teach an old-school dance to a 
younger generation. 
Sophomore Mark Toyama, 
creator of Cowtown Throwdown, 
said, "I really feel like USD as a 
whole stepped it up for this event 
to show the children in Haiti that 
we care." The massive 7.0 earth­
quake that struck Haiti on Jan. 12 
affected over 3 million people, 
leaving the impoverished country 
in desperate need of help. With 
nearly half of Haiti's population 
under 18 years of age, the majority 
of the youth have been left injured, 
homeless and orphaned. 
Lee expresses that, "support­
ing Haiti hits close to home when 
reaching out to people that are in 
the same age group as us." With 
the cost of admission alone, the 
event raised over $2,500. Also, 
a donation box at the door was 
stuffed with bills adding up to 
$415. Toyama estimates that the 
Cowtown Throwdown raised a 
total of roughly $3,500. 
In response to the enthusiasm 
and attendance of the Cowtown 
Throwdown, Toyama was over­
whelmed by the support that USD 
collectively contributed. "Though 
I did put a lot of my time and 
effort into this event, I can't take 
credit for its success. That is why 
1 believe this event was USD's, or 
better yet, Haiti's." When asked 
if the Cowtown Throwdown will 
LINDSAY PRICEAHE VISTA 
"Throwdown" attendees dressed up in a variety of western-themed 
costumes. 
experience of putting this on, I 
think the second annual Cowtown 
Throwdown has a nice ring to it." 
become an annual event, Toyama 
said, "Given the amazing response 
from the student body and the 
Quality of building codes prevents higher fatality count in Chile quake 
ANDRES BARRAZA 
GUEST WRITER 
An 8.8-magnitude earthquake 
hit the South American country of 
Chile this past weekend, killing 
over 700 people and displacing 
over 2 million. The epicenter of 
the quake was reported to be ap­
proximately 70 miles from Chile's 
second largest city, Concepcion. 
The city of Concepcion has been 
left in shambles by the earthquake, 
leaving survivors without water, 
food or electricity. 
Chile prevented a much more 
devastating result after this quake 
due to its building codes. An as­
sessment of the destruction shows 
that although many modern build­
ings show few signs of damage, 
most homes and older buildings in 
and around Concepcion have been 
either completely destroyed or 
severely damaged. The location of 
the epicenter in a more rural area 
may have prevented more deaths. 
Officials have reported cases 
of looting in Concepcion super­
markets and gas stations, mostly 
for food, water and gasoline 
with the occasional reports of 
appliances and other household 
electronics. The Chilean military 
has been deployed to the affected 
areas and have taken control of the 
streets, implementing a curfew and 
guarding vulnerable businesses. 
Supermarkets have agreed to the 
government's requests that it give 
out free food for those in need. 
Chilean President Michelle 
Bachelet has referred to the natu­
ral disaster as "an emergency un­
paralleled irf the history of Chile." 
Bachelet urged the nation's utility 
companies to work as quickly as 
possible to restore service in order 
to regain the use of cellular phones, 
communication grids and potable 
water. President Bachelet has also 
deployed Chile's military to erect 
tent hospitals in the affected areas, 
as many of the local hospital fa­
cilities are not considered structur­
ally safe. Rescue efforts have been 
initial quake, many of those reach­
ing Richter scale magnitudes of 
more than 6.5. The earthquake that 
devastated Haiti on Jan. 12 mea­
sured a violent 7.0-magnitude, yet 
that quake caused over 200,000 
deaths due to Haiti's unprepared-
ness, weak infrastructure and un-
The location of the epicenter 
in a more rural area may have 
prevented more deaths. J J 
affected by the lack of electricity, 
making it extremely difficult to 
rummage through rubble in the 
dark, especially in a structurally 
unsound building. 
More than 90 aftershocks were 
also reported in the hours after the 
familiarity with seismic activity. 
President Barack Obama 
commented on the earthquake 
Saturday morning, assuring that 
the United States would "be there 
should the Chilean people need 
help." 
The earthquake also triggered 
tsunami alerts in all coastal areas of 
the Pacific Ocean, including South­
ern California. The Hawaiian and 
Japanese islands saw widespread 
alert and coastal evacuations as 
residents and officials feared 
a repeat scenario after Chile's 
9.5-magnitude quake in I960 that 
sent deadly tsunami waves to both 
of the aforementioned areas. That 
quake is the largest recorded since 
1900, ranking this Saturday's at 
possibly number five. 
Recent earthquake activity in 
what is known as the Pacific Ring 
of Fire understandably causes 
alert in California and the Pacific 
Northwest. A 4.4-magnitude earth­
quake affected San Diego 42 miles 
southeast from its coast on Feb. 1, 
but no damage was reported. For 
information on disaster prepara­
tions, visit www.ready.gov. 
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Undergraduate housing offers students options 
ELLIE FAULKNER 
STAFF WRITFR 
Housing sign-ups are upon us again. 
According to the university, living on 
campus allows students to better participate 
in campus life, become part of a strong 
residential community and enjoy the conve­
nience of being close to classes. 
"I think when living on campus it is im­
portant to understand that the experience is 
Vista Apartments 
The Vistas, primarily housing sopho­
mores, are a living community located 
next to the sports center. Senior RA Javvad 
Syed has information to share with po­
tential Vistas residents. "First of all, it 
is close to campus and the gym. It's far 
enough away to have some distance from 
the classes, but it's close enough that if you 
miss the tram it's not a big deal. A common 
misconception is that RAs in the Vistas are 
not as involved, but that isn't true because 
SAP Apartments 
The San Antonio de Padua apart­
ments are located in the Valley and 
house about 90 students. It is close to the 
Missions Cafe and gym, Missions Cross­
roads and campus. RA Georgina Santos 
said, "They are definitely the most spa­
cious apartments on campus." 
"Often people think that only trans­
fer students live here, but in reality there 
is a diverse community here. People who 
live here are involved in all different 
things at USD and you meet a variety of 
people. It's easy to get to class from the 
SAP's too. We have our own pool here 
that's just for SAP residents, which is 
nice because you can go lay out and it is 
not as busy as the pool up by the Vistas," 
Santos said. 
Godfrey also oversees the University 
Terrace Apartments (UTAs). "The patios 
have some of the best views on campus," 
Godfrey said. "Kim Deboth, our Assis­
tance Community Director, does a great 
job of creating community in this area 
with her RAs. Dr. Esteban Del Rio also 
works very closely with the RAs as the 
UTAs Resident Faculty member." 
RA Jelisa Roberts said "The UTAs is a 
perfect mix between living off campus and 
living on campus. You still have access to 
the resources of living on campus such 
as the library, SLP, Mission Cafe and fit-
RECITAL, continued 
pieces and composed with the inspiration 
of geometric principles. Each piece, also 
called a tile, consists of only three notes. 
"Tilework," the second Johnson piece Adler 
performed, along with "Counting Keys," 
took Adler two to three months to learn. 
Former USD music theory professor 
Juan Campoverde Q. composed "Aires," a 
series of four movements that accompany a 
nine-movement suite currently in progress 
by the musician. 
Campoverde Q., born in Cuenda, 
Ecuador, studied music at the National 
Conservatory of Music and at the Ponifical 
University. He continued his education in 
the United States at the College Conserva­
tory of Music at the University of Cincin-
what you make of it," said the Manchester 
and UTA Community Director. "Studies 
show that living on campus improves your 
academics and it will give you better oppor­
tunities to get involved on campus." 
Potential on campus residents will be 
happy to know that rates from last year 
have not been raised one bit. Remember 
that by April 7 at 4 p.m., you need to have 
made your non-refundable pre-payment of 
we actually do care about our residents. We 
are always there for support. And the Vistas 
aren't too noisy; we have three study rooms 
plus a lounge for working." 
He went on to share that the Vistas also 
host many Second Year Experience pro­
grams, such as advising for sophomores, in­
formation about study abroad programs and 
social events like the annual pool party for 
sophomores to meet one another. The Vistas 
may have a reputation for being "party 
city," but the truth is that it is a great place to 
meet other second year students and it has a 
strong community. 
San Buenaventura 
The San Buenaventura apart­
ments, located in the Valley, are home 
to about 200 students. These are some 
of the newest living accommodations on 
campus. Justine Perl, a Senior at USD, 
currently resides in "San Buen" and 
lived in the Vistas during her sophomore 
year at USD. 
"The Vistas are pretty, but they are 
a little cramped. Honestly, there's no 
comparison between living in the Vistas 
and San Buen; San Buen is great," Perl 
said. 
"I like having a single room be­
cause you can maintain your privacy 
and still live with the people you want 
to live with," Perl said. "I've had a good 
experience living here. My roommates 
and I are all graduating seniors and we 
feel like our apartment in San Buen is 
a nice place to come back to after our 
busy days." 
ness. Also a resident is more likely to use 
these resources the closer they are to them." 
Being close to campus allows you still ben­
efit from all that the campus provides. 
"It also gives the resident a sense of 
independence because of its distance from 
campus," Roberts said. "Residents poten­
tially wanting to live in the UTAs should be 
aware that there are RAs here. It has been 
a huge misconception that we are not here 
but that's definitely not the case," Roberts 
said. "The UTAs are definitely a lot more 
spacious than other areas on campus. For 
instance, the balconies are awesome. They 
nati. Most recently he earned his Ph.D. in 
music composition from the University of 
California, San Diego. 
Campoverde Q.'s music has been per­
formed by the National Symphony Orches­
tra of Ecuador, the Philharmonic Orchestra 
of the University of Cincinnati, SONOR 
(the Music Ensemble of the University of 
California, San Diego), the ISCM World 
Music Days 2002 and more. Adler reports 
that it took him around nine months to learn 
the composer's pieces. 
Christopher Adler's music draws upon 
over a decade of research into the traditional 
musics of Thailand and Laos and a back­
ground of mathematics. Currently a pianist 
and composer-in-residence with NOISE he 
received his bachelor's degrees in music 
composition and in mathematics from the 
$250 for housing at the cashier's office and 
filled out your online housing application. 
On April 13, housing selection times will 
be emailed out. Check sandiego.edu/resi-
dentiallife/pdf/LivingOnSpring 10.pdf for 
more information about university housing 
sign-ups. 
Each residential area has its own unique 




Down the hill from the Valley are the 
Manchester Village apartments. Com­
munity Director Johnny Godfrey said, 
"In Manchester we have very focused 
students who are heavily involved in 
their academic pursuit. We are very well 
known for being the 'quiet hall' with a 
'library-like' environment. However, we 
also have a hot dog program that gets 
between 60 and 80 students into our 
courtyard every other week." 
Manchester houses 270 upperclass-
men and offers covered garage parking, 
a fitness room, computer lab, multiple 
study areas and continuous occupancy 
during school breaks. 
come in handy if one wants to enjoy the 
weather and study outside or have a bar-
beque with some friends. However, the 
major issue I see with living in the UTAs 
is the distance from campus. I am sure that 
it's not the furthest residence hall from 
campus but it can definitely seem like it, 
especially those super steep stairs that ev­
eryone dreads." 
Also, the parking is very limited, 
both in the allotted UTA spaces and on 
the streets." The UTAs also offer continu­
ous occupancy to residents during school 
breaks. 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and 
then his Ph.D. and master's degrees in com­
position from Duke University. 
Adler's works have been performed in 
Carnegie Hall, Chicago Symphony Center, 
Tanglewood,Merkin Hall, SumidaTriphony 
Hall in Tokyo, at music festivals across the 
U.S. and Canada and the halls of USD. At 
Thursday's performance he performed his 
pieces "Carillon" and "Homophonic Con­
struction on Notes by O. Messiaen," both of 
which he composed in 1994. 
After the performance freshman, 
Kelsey Perry commented that it "is really 
interesting to see my professor perform. 
This is my first music class so the experi­
ence was something entirely new. I really 
enjoyed it, and am so impressed with how 
talented he is." 




600 students gathered outside the 
UCSD Chancellor's office Friday morning 
in response to the recent bias motivated 
incidents that have -occurred. First, hosts 
of a party themed "Compton Cookout" 
invited students to dress and act in a way 
that encouraged racial stereotypes, mocking 
Black History Month. The second incident 
came late Thursday night when a noose was 
found in the UCSD library. 
"This shows it isn't an isolated inci­
dent, but a community problem that needs 
to be addressed," said Anita Casavantes 
Bradford, UCSD history professor. "It was 
amazing to see all students, black, white, 
asian, everything, outside yelling, crying, 
calling for action, saying that this is not 
right," Kieu Tran, a UCSD sophomore, 
said. 
"I got a text in the morning about it and 
I walked out of my art class," freshman Ga-
briela Perdomo said. "At first our campus 
seemed a little indifferent, but now it has 
gotten to a point where we have to voice our 
concerns." A gathering of that size into the 
chancellor's office is considered trespassing 
and they ran the risk of being arrested. 
"The students were extremely careful 
about it being a peaceful rally, they even 
did things like not touching the computers, 
phones or valuables," Casavantes Bradford 
said. 
The peaceful rally was not the only 
act in response to the hate crimes. Students 
snuck multi-colored roses (to represent all 
skin colors) into the library in backpacks 
Monday and spread them all over the sev­
enth floor, with simple cards saying, "love 
another." 
"The seventh floor was where the 
noose was put up; the idea being, if people 
can-sneak in and do something hateful, we 
can sneak in with something beautiful and 
loving," Casavantes Bradford, who orga­
nized the event, said. "I wanted to have a 
spiritual response to the spiritual damage 
done to the library space." 
"An individual has come forward and 
admitted responsibility for the latest inci­
dent because of pressure from our UC San 
Diego community," Chancellor Mary Anne 
Fox said in her video statement found on 
the UCSD website. At a news conference, 
Chancellor Fox said the student has been 
suspended. 
The chancellor met with the Black 
Student Union and other student organiza­
tions on Friday, so the lines of communica­
tion are open. One of the recommendations 
BSU made was for UCSD to have a diver­
sity office, like other UC schools have, to 
recruit and promote diversity on campus. 
As of now black students make up about 2 
percent of their campus population. 
In reaction to the inappropriately 
themed party, the university held a campus 
wide teach-in earlier this week to address 
the issues on campus and engage in dis­
cussions. Two female students said the 
university wasn't doing enough to address 
the issue and led the students outside the 
auditorium. 
Fox said the university has created a 
task force to try and attract more minority 
faculty. A commission has also been formed 
to boost the number of black students who 
enroll. "I don't know what's going to happen, 
but historically these types of movements 
do produce change," Casavantes Bradford 
said. 
"I strongly condemn the offensive acts 
of hate and bias that have occurred over 
the past days...we are making significant 
changes based on the Black Student Union's 
recommendations," Chancellor Fox said. 
Changes have already begun to take 
form. Associated Students has formed a 
campus climate committee comprising of 
student leaders from campus organizations. 
Fraternities have suspended members during 
review of the incidents. The university has 
launched a "Racism: Not in Our Commu­
nity" campaign to reinforce campus wide 
the message against racism and hate. 
A description of what is being done can 
be found at: battlehate.ucsd.edu. 
University Terrace Apartments 
Professor gives "mathematical" musical performance 





It wouldn't be an under-
statment to say that few people 
read the fine print of most con­
tracts they encounter. In fact, 
1 would venture to argue that 
most people don't read most 
of any contractual documents 
they sign throughout their life. 
Whether buying a house, taking 
out a loan or renting a car, 
chances are you'll miss some­
thing or consciously choose to 
ignore it. 
Consider the case of soft­
ware agreements, those on­
screen contracts that you're 
supposed to read each time 
you install a new program on 
your computer. I admit that I 
don't think I've ever read one 
in its entirety. And if I have, I 
certainly don't remember doing 
so. While I have a general idea 
of what I'm getting into when I 
sign such agreements. I may be 
approving something I'd really 
rather not have to respect. 
Imagine if you had to give 
away your personal informa­
tion to install Microsoft Word, 
as well as the right to distribute 
it to advertisers. 
We can go through life 
ignoring the fine print, for 
the most part, because most 
contracts are standard forms. 
Software-use agreements don't 
change. Corporations don't try 
to trick their customers because 
they realize the public outcry 
that would result from taking 
advantage of only a few indi­
viduals. 
The law recognizes this 
and will declare as uncon­
scionable any contract which 
deviates in such a manner that 
"normal," rational individuals 
wouldn't agree to the terms. In 
short, even if people fail to read 
the fine print, yet agree, they 
can still get out of a contract 
which wasn't really what they 
had expected. 
This is, perhaps, legal 
paternalism. And it begs the 
questions as to why society and 
the legal system demand such 
little responsability on the part 
of consumer clients. The simple 
fact is that you shouldn't sign 
something you haven't read. If 
you volunteer to ignore the text 
of a contract, yet sign it anyway, 
you should still be responsible 
for respecting the terms of that 
agreement. 
When you don't read 
the fine print, you are simply 
expressing a desire to get a 
thing sooner, rather than more 
responsibly. We often do the 
same thing when we fail to read 
things in their entirety, scan­
ning for key terms or outland­
ish points, without appreciating 
such statements in context. 
Just be sure you read the 
fine print, whether it be the 
terms of a contract or the place­
ment of a disclaimer. We don't 
often get second chances and 
reacting emotionally to circum­
stances that aren't really what 
they seem, especially when that 
illusion is of our own creation, 
can be a very bad decision. Re­
sponsibility and prudence are, 
ultimately, the order of the day. 
PETA goes too far, too soon with orca tragedy 
BRIGID DODGE 
GUFST WRITFR 
By now you've all heard 
about the tragic death of a trainer 
at SeaWorld Orlando. I didn't 
know Dawn Brancheau, but 1 
knew of her. The field of marine 
mammal training is a small one. so 
it's hard not to know about some­
one as talented and as passionate 
as she was. 
I love animals. In fact. I love 
them enough to devote my life and 
my future career to working with 
them. And though I'm all for their 
humane treatment, there are some 
serious issues with the way People 
for the Ethical Treatment of Ani­
mals (PETA) has been handling 
tragedies like Brancheau's death. 
Whenever something as horri­
ble as this happens, PETA is quick 
to put out a statement placing the 
blame on the person involved in 
an effort to advance their agenda. 
Not once in any statement or blog 
post has PETA expressed sympa­
thy or condolences to Brancheau's 
family and friends. 
Having worked at both 
SeaWorld and the Navy Marine 
Mammal Program. I want to take 
this opportunity to clarify some of 
the misconceptions and accusa­
tions PETA makes on its website 
against those in my field. Ac­
cording to PETA sources, the or­
ganization has "long been asking 
SeaWorld to stop taking wild, 
ocean-going mammals from their 
families and ocean homes and 
confining them with no semblance 
of a life to an area that, to them, is 
the size of a bathtub." 
In fact. SeaWorld has not 
collected an animal from the wild 
since the 1970s. They have one 
of the most successful breeding 
programs in the world and often 
rescue animals from unfortunate 
situations and other facilities that 
are ill-equipped to care for such 
large animals. And while it's true 
that Shamu Stadium is nowhere 
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An unidentified trainer, believed to be Dawn Brancheau, works with an orca at SeaWorld Orlando. 
near the size of the Pacific Ocean, 
SeaWorld is monitored by ap­
proximately eight different animal 
welfare organizations to ensure that 
their animals are well cared for. 
PETA also claims that Sea­
World animals "are forced to learn 
circus-style tricks" and. "according 
to whistleblower tips from trainers," 
are isolated without food when they 
"refuse to perform common train­
ing methods." 
It should be obvious that no 
one can force a 12.000 pound 
killer whale to do anything. These 
animals are smart; they make their 
own decisions, and marine animal 
trainers simply ask them to perform 
behaviors as a form of enrichment. 
Many tricks are actually natural 
behaviors that have been shaped to 
suit a show. In my experience, never 
has an animal been denied food or 
put in isolation as punishment. 
As for the "whistleblower 
tips," that whistle is called a bridge, 
and it simply lets an animal know 
that they have performed a be­
havior correctly and have earned 
a reward. The tasks they perform 
are not mindless. Every dolphin 
and whale show is tailored to suit 
the performing animals' particular 
strengths and interests. 
You may remember Keiko, the 
killer whale made famous in the 
movie "Free Willy." After much 
pestering on the part of animal 
activism groups like PETA. he was 
released back into the wild. The 
Associated Press reported last year 
that the whale "died in Norwegian 
coastal waters where he remained 
after millions of dollars and a 
decade of work failed to coax him 
back to the open sea." 
Keiko never lost his connection 
with people. After being released 
off the coast of Iceland, where he 
was captured in 1979, he swam to 
Norway and first turned up near 
the village of Halsa in late August 
or early September of 2002. He al­
lowed fans to pet and play with him, 
even crawl on his back. In the end, 
he became such an attraction, that 
authorities had to impose a ban on 
approaching him. Until the day of 
his death, Keiko never left his care­
takers to rejoin a wild pod, despite 
their $500,000 a month effort. 
PETA claims that "it's not just 
animals who are dying as a result of 
this industry," but that "human inju­
ries and deaths are also common." 
What happened in SeaWorld 
Orlando is the first recorded trainer 
death in SeaWorld's entire 46-year 
history. Marine animal trainers are 
well aware of what they're getting 
into. They know that they are enter­
ing the animal's habitat and it's an 
honor and a privilege to share it with 
them. In fact, a new Shamu trainer 
is not allowed to enter the water 
with a whale until approximately 
two years of "dry" work with that 
animal, building a relationship and 
establishing trust. 
So the tragic accident that 
occurred on Feb. 24 was exactly 
that, an accident. The benefits and 
knowledge gained from working 
with these magnificent animals far 
outweigh the risks. 
It is my personal belief that 
Brancheau would not want this to 
negatively affect the animals she 
so loved. I hope that one day PETA 
can respect the lives of those who 
make different life decisions, but 
still share the same passion for 
animals. 
Paying taxes to Uncle Sam is your patriotic duty 
ANDRES BARRAZA 
.STAFF WRITFR 
In a post-9/11 world, we see 
them everywhere; "God Bless 
America" bumper stickers, flag 
lapel pins and countless other 
signs of patriotism for the great­
est country on earth. We all sleep 
easier knowing that the police 
and fire department can be at our 
houses within eight minutes. Our 
extensive freeways are paved, our 
water is clean and our military is 
the best in the world. And how do 
we pay for all those nice things? 
Taxes. Evil, burdensome, socialis­
tic taxes. 
We hate seeing the deduc­
tions in our already meek stu­
dent paychecks and having to go 
through the hassle of tax season. 
But we forget what that money 
is going towards. We forget what 
pays for public education, our 
court system, street lighting and 
salaries that keep our cops happy 
enough not to be corrupt. In other 
words, our taxes pay to preserve 
America as a paradigm for the 
First World. 
Would I be making a valid 
argument by saying that paying 
taxes may just be the truest form 
of patriotism? Sounds a bit na­
tionalistic, but that's our whole 
shtick. 
I cannot seem to get a grasp 
on the whole Tea Party move­
ment. These people are viciously 
enraged, screaming their heads 
off, demanding small government 
and few taxes, if any. They want 
the government to decrease spend­
ing, yet would pistol-whip anyone 
for even suggesting to cut a single 
cent from our robust military and 
national defense budget. 
A nation with a small govern­
ment cannot operate the largest 
military machine in the world. It 
and spending what we don't have 
on what we don't need. This has af­
fected the way we look at paying to 
keep living in a country people risk 
their lives to sneak into. 
Who did this to us? That is 
easily answered. It's the rich who 
actually pay most of the taxes for 
us. 
I recognize that the top one 
percentile of wealthy Americans 
pays for most of the revenue our 
nation sees, even when Bush's tax 
cuts might have saved them almost 
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doesn't work that way. We cannot 
afford massive aircraft carriers, 
nuclear subs, drones flying over 
Pakistan and latex gloves for the 
creepy TSA guy at the airport 
without taxes, much less a large 
government to run it all. Again, 
things just don't work that way. We 
cannot afford to fix those potholes 
on Linda Vista Road, educate the 
90 percent of American children 
who attend public schools or run 
the post office without taxes. 
As Americans, we have gotten 
used to living off our credit cards 
$500 billion dollars over the past 
eight years. They have persuaded 
us to vote against our own finan­
cial interests. We don't see Warren 
Buffett or Bill Gates marching on 
Washington, D.C. in the humid 
heat. We see middle-class Ameri­
cans who don't even make enough 
'money to have to worry about being 
taxed too much. We see people who 
don't want to pay taxes, but want 
unemployment benefits when their 
GM plant is shut down and sub­
sidized meals for their children at 
school. 
The Tea Party is a collection 
of broke "Joe the Plumbers" ral­
lied by Glenn Beck to promote 
the economic interests of the ob­
scenely wealthy. The reality is that 
no person in the top tax bracket is 
going to fly their Gulfstream-5 jet 
to a Tea Party meeting at St. Mary's 
School Hall in Escondido. 
So, are these Tea Baggers un­
patriotic? You bet your red, white 
and blue overweight kids they are. 
If people in the Tea Party move­
ment are so worried about losing 
the America they grew up in and 
love so much, why would they not 
invest in its future by paying their 
share of taxes? Do they think all 
those loans President Bush took 
from Communist China to pay for 
the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan 
are going to pay themselves? They 
scream "Taxation without Repre­
sentation" after they learned to read 
and write that at their local public 
school. They want the American 
Dream, but don't want to pay for 
it. That is called mooching and is 
usually frowned upon. 
Be a good American citizen. 
Quit complaining about being taxed 
and remember that since President 
Obama took office, chances are you 
are one of the approximately 90 
percent of people whose taxes are 
going to be going down from this 
past year. 
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Women's History Month raises concerns 
BRENT TUTTLE 
AD MANAQFR 
March is Women's History Month, 
another block of the calendar dedicated to 
unifying citizens by informing them that, 
no matter how much progress we make in 
breaking down cultural and societal barriers, 
people are still poles apart. 
While I respect and admire the accom­
plishments of diverse peoples, and how such 
work has brought an end to the dark days of 
oppression, the need to continually segregate 
these accomplishments contradicts any effort 
to achieve real social equality. 
Women's History Month is especially 
belittling to women who have made real 
strides towards equality. Instead of learning 
about their accomplishments, we are most 
likely to be bombarded with propaganda de­
tailing domestic violence, "sexting" or eating 
disorders. Wouldn't it make sense to focus on 
the upstanding accomplishments of women 
rather than spotlight their insecurities and 
homemaker stereotypes? 
Why litter an "informational" month, 
which is supposed to be about the significant 
accomplishments of self-sufficient women, 
with awareness advertisements that portray 
the majority of women as weak, insecure 
and dependent? A prime example of such 
downgrading advertisements can be found 
in the Student Life Pavilion, where a display 
expresses concern over eating disorders. 
The more feminist jargon I am force-fed, 
the more my respect for Women's History 
Month diminishes at a rate comparable to the 
number of job openings for our blue-collar 
workforce. Many women preach "equality" 
and "equal rights," but only when favorable 
inequalities don't exist. 
Think back to the divorce of Nick 
Lachey and Jessica Simpson in 2006. With 
2005, the "fallen from grace" boy-bander 
had no choice but to file for spousal support 
upon their separation. Of course, Lachey was 
painted as an unethical and crude monster 
after submitting this request; a request that 
is a touted entitlement by many women who 
find themselves in the same shoes. After a 
harsh bullying from the press, the 98 Degrees 
star dropped his request, but in reality he was 
just as entitled to alimony as any woman 
would have been in the same situation. 
I'm sure that it's degrading to be ad­
mired only for your breasts or other curvy 
attributes, but it seems less important when 
that degradation leads to a free meal, drink or 
job promotion. 
Consider senior night last week. While 
my fellow XY-chromosomers and 1 woke up 
on Saturday morning with massive headaches 
and, most frustrating of all, on our very own 
campus. 
USD males are a minority here on 
campus, representing roughly 30 percent of 
our student body. Many of you may have 
seen the state-of-the-art workplace perched 
atop the fourth floor of the Student Life 
Pavilion known as "The Women's Center." 
But I'm sure none of you have laid eyes on a 
men's center. 
It seems like a strict policy for USD 
to pamper its minority groups, yet men are 
shamefully overlooked in this respect. Hope­
fully, the administration will soon wake up to 
this mistreatment of males and try to blanket 
our campus with real equality, adequately 
representing not just special interest groups, 
but each and every minority in its entirety. 
I realize by now that the claws, formerly 
4 4  I'm sure that it's degrading to be admired only 
for your breasts or other curvy attributes, but 
it seems less important when that degradation 
leads to a free meal, drink or job promtion. 9 9  
and bank accounts totaling a number similar 
to that of Snooki's brain cells, a significant 
portion of our female peers were unaware of 
just how much more we had to pay for our 
drinks at the Stingaree. This is just one obvi­
ous instance of societal gender inequality; yet 
I hear no cries of injustice. 
Similar scenarios are replete throughout 
a woman's life. Men have an undying desire 
to conquer the unknown, which many females 
use to their full advantage. A few smiles and 
a tidbit of small talk in a store may get them 
that employee discount, especially if they 
have a well-rounded poker face. This holds 
Simpson taking in a reported $25 million in true in nightclubs, restaurants, the workplace 
Cultural sensitivity key ingredient in feline stew 
known as French manicures, of many female 
readers may be itching to shoot out and slash 
my throat. Fear not, my maddened madames; 
as a true gentleman, I too fall victim to the 
male weakness I've so eagerly outlined. 
Just think of this as an exercise in rais­
ing awareness for myself and the other men 
across campus to not only respect women, but 
also to be sure we allow equality to rise out of 
the ashes of a male-dominated tradition. 
Now, who wants to buy me a drink? 
The Vista will run a response to Brent 
Turtle's article in our next issue. 
DANIELLE SHIN 
STAFF WRITFR 
At least once in our lifetime most of us 
will try an unusual culinary dish. Whether 
it will be escargot, also known as snail, or 
rabbit, what may seem normal to you can be 
extremely bizarre to others. 
Beppe Bigazzi, a top Italian food writer, 




gram for complimenting and recommending 
a stewed cat dish. "I've eaten it myself and 
it's a lot better than many other animals," he 
told viewers. "Better than chicken, rabbit or 
pigeon," adding that for optimum flavor the 
meat should be "soaked in spring water for 
three days" before being stewed. 
Bigazzi's comments offended many 
viewers, including Carla Rocchi, head of 
the ENPA, the National Animal Protection 
Agency of Italy, who has since lobbied for 
producers of the show to be investigated 
for promoting the mistreatment of animals. 
Although Bigazzi refused to apologize, he 
did defend his comments, saying that he was 
only joking about the recipe. 
"Mind you," he said, "I wasn't joking all 
that much. In the 1930s and 1940s, when I 
was a boy, people certainly did eat cat in the 
countryside around Arezzo." 
However, in some countries, such as 
China, cats and dogs are a part of traditional 
entrees. Local authorities, though, are crack­
ing down. In China it is now illegal to eat 
cats or dogs; violators could face 15 days of 
disciplinary action. Yet, in difficult economic 
times, people get desperate and would rather 
sacrifice the life of an animal than their own. 
Food historians confirm, for example, that 
the reasons for cat recipes are very often tied 
to economic hardship. 
The Philippines is another country that 
has a particularly uncommon dish. It is called 
balut and consists of a fertilized duck or 
chicken egg with a nearly-developed embryo 
inside that is boiled and eaten in the shell. It 
is considered a hearty high-protein snack and 
is sold on many city streets. 
Although these dishes may seem un­
usual to us, it is mainly because they are un­
familiar. Our culture puts pets on such high 
pedestals that it is emotionally absurd to con­
sider eating them. However, considering the 
circumstances in many countries with such 
bizzare recipes, you can only imagine the ex­
treme economic hardship that fuels despera­
tion for food. As the saying goes, desperate 
times call for desperate measures. 
Regardless, Bigazzi should have consid­
ered the potential consequences of his words. 
His show was aired midday, when large 
numbers of Italians tune in to the television. 
Furthermore, it is no longer the 1930s or 
1940s. He should have been more sensitive 
to the fact that in this day and age, pets are no 
longer considered an entree. 
School uses webcams to spy on students 
LAUREN NICOLAS 
STAFF WRITFR 
Controversy surrounding a Philadelphia 
school district has led to a federal civil rights 
lawsuit. The Lower Merion School District 
issues Apple laptops to each and every stu­
dent at its two high schools, but has recently 
been accused of spying on students through 
webcams on these computers. While officials 
claim they turned on the webcams simply to 
track stolen or lost computers, the Robbins 
family, which is filing the lawsuit, believes 
that officials were illegally spying on their 
son after he was accused of selling drugs. 
While the Robbins family could be 
trying to save their son from embarrassment 
or from tarnishing the family name, there 
does seem to be shady elements concern­
ing the story. Turning on a webcam when a 
student is unaware is a violation of privacy. 
What if that student had been getting dressed 
in their room? Or having an intimate conver­
sation with a family member? 
The school district website states that, 
"There was nothing to prevent students from 
covering [their] webcams with tape." If they 
had done that, they could have avoided the 
prying eyes of school officials from seeing 
into their homes. However, if these students 
were unaware that they were being spied on, 
there is little reason to think they would ever 
consider covering their webcams with tape. 
While both sides of the story are under­
standable, this entire controversy could have 
been avoided with a proper procedure for the 
tracking of these laptops. At USD, we have 
a system for renting technological devices. 
Students can rent equipment for short peri­
ods of time, including laptops, of up to three 
hours. 
Unlike the implicated school district, 
USD has a secure method to keep their 
products in-check and to make sure they are 
always returned. When renting a camera or 
laptop, students provide their school ID and 
face a fine if the equipment is returned late. 
As someone who has experience renting 
cameras, I am well aware of the fines associ­
ated with a late return, let alone theft. I know 
the school has my name and address and that 
there could be little escape from punishment. 
Perhaps if these school officials were to 
implement a similar system, there would be 
no need for turning on webcams in students' 
homes, and even less of a chance of running 




In the spirit of ending violence 
against women, and as we honor 
women survivors of violence through­
out February, the Women's Center is, 
at the very least, disappointed about 
the opinion article printed last week, 
which included the following lines: 
• "Wooing intoxicated 18-year-old 
girls in hopes of convincing them that 
I have an interest aside from find­
ing out what might lie beneath their 
clothing." 
• "Moll... was detained in a belliger­
ent manner, thrust onto the hood of 
a police vehicle, as if Officer Chris 
Brown was detaining Rhianna, hand­
cuffed and tossed into the back seat 
with no credible explanation..." 
• "Though many females may have 
fantasized about Moll handcuffed 
and sprawled out, I assure you these 
dreams were not played out on the 
hood of a cop car..." 
Not only was the author in tacit 
support of violence against women, 
but by choosing to publish this ar­
ticle, The Vista is now complicit as 
well. Whether consciously or uncon­
sciously, in the sprit of humor or not, 
allowing this article to go to print 
has resulted in the Women's Center's 
losing faith in the ability of The Vista 
to acknowledge the amount and kind 
of impact articles like this may have 
on the greater USD community. 
Editors could have censored the 
offensive content in the article in 
such a way that would have allowed 
readers to still experience the biting 
and sarcastic wit of Vista contributor 
and staff member, Brent Turtle. The 
Women's Center would like to call 
into question The Vista's remain­
ing congruent with the mission and 
values of the University; freedom of 
speech is one side of this story, how­
ever, the other side is that The Vista 
should not be a vehicle for promoting 
violence against women. 
Student Staff of the Women's Center 
RESPONSE: The Vista holds the 
utmost concern for protecting all 
people, regardless of gender, ethnic­
ity or race, from violence or discrimi­
nation. We are similarly dedicated to 
defending and promoting participa­
tion in the marketplace of ideas, even 
if some views may be considered of­
fensive. We make a disclaimer every 
week that the views of our writers are 
not necessarily those of the Univer­
sity of San Diego, The Vista, or the 
student body. 
Letters to the Editor 
The Vista encourages letters to the editor 
from students, faculty, staff, 
administration and the community. 
Correspondance should be sent to 
letters@ usd vista .com. 
They will go directly to the editor-in-
chief and the opinion editor. 
Submissions should be limited to 300 
words and must include verifiable 
contact information. Letter content is 
subject to editing for clarity and style. 
The Vista does not publish anonymous 
letters, those addressed to a third party 
or letters in poor taste. 
The views expressed in the Opinion Section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body. 
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Texas challenges findings of EPA climate change report 
FRANKIE VICTORIA 
STAFF WRITFR 
Sometimes the best way to change 
things is to dive right into it. The state of 
Texas, however, doesn't seem to feel the 
same way. 
Last December, the Environmental Pro­
tection Agency (EPA) released the findings 
of its investigation on the harmful effects 
of greenhouse gases. Greenhouse gases not 
only drive climate change, which can cause 
freak weather and endanger the few virgin 
habitats left in the earth, but, according to 
the EPA, they can also cause heat waves 
that endanger individuals prone to strokes. 
Ground-level ozone pollution can also be 
linked to respiratory illness. With this report 
in mind, the EPA is hoping to pass some key 
environmental legislation to reduce green­
house gas emissions. 
"These long-overdue findings cement 
2009's place in history as the year when the 
United States government began addressing 
the challenge of greenhouse-gas pollution 
and seizing the opportunity of clean-energy 
reform," EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson 
said. "Business leaders, security experts, 
government officials, concerned citizens 
and the United States Supreme Court have 
called for enduring, pragmatic solutions to 
reduce the greenhouse gas pollution that is 
causing climate change." 
This report could provide enormous 
evidence for future clean energy reform, 
thus improving the quality of life for people 
in the U.S. It could also be the impetus for 
our own involvement in helping to preserve 
the one earth that we have for future genera­
tions. 
Certain states, however, have differ­
ent plans for the future, as in nothing new. 
Texas became the first state this month to 
challenge the findings and predictions of the 
EPA. Officials distrust the research primaril-
ly because it was done in cooperation with 
the International Panel on Climate Change, 
which has been plagued with revelations of 
errors since its release of their 2007 climate 
change report. 
Aside from charges of questionable re­
search, Texas officials also claim that dras­
tic cuts in greenhouse gas emissions will 
cause drastic and devastating changes in 
the local economy. Texans, who primarilly 
work in agriculture, rely heavily on oil-run 
machines to maintain their livelihood. 
"The EPA's misguided plan paints a 
big target on the backs of Texas agriculture 
and energy producers and the hundreds of 
thousands of Texans they employ," Gover­
nor Rick Perry said. "This action is being 
taken to protect the Texas economy and the 
jobs that go with it, as well as to defend 
Texas' freedom to continue our successful 
environmental strategies free from federal 
overreach." 
Texas, a leader in the country's green­
house gas emissions and the main opposi­
tional force to the EPA, should not try to tear 
down government efforts to resolve issues 
of climate change. Instead, Texas should be 
supporting Such efforts; everyone should. 
This isn't about grabbing power or 
making money. It is about fixing a problem 
that isn't going to affect us so much as it 
will the generations of people who will 
come after us. Climate change will not wait 
to kill off more species of animals or to 
threaten the world with freak weather while 
Texas stubbornly fights the results of the 
EPA's report. 
Despite short-term effects on the 
economy, clean-energy legislation backed 
by this EPA report will have much more ap­
pealing long term benefits, including an end 
to our dependency on oil, reductions in the 
effects of global climate change, a cleaner 
and healthier environment for all and an in­
creased awareness and greater demand for 
WIKIMEDIA COMMONS 
Gov. Rick Perry has challeneged the EPA. 
clean, energy efficient technology. 
Yes, things might get worse before they 
get better, economically speaking, but isn't 
all the trouble worth it if you save a few 
polar bears and penguins? 
Obama regulates insurance 




Attorney General Jerry Brown (left) and businesswoman Meg Whitman (right). 
Gubernatorial preview 2010 
A look at the leading GOP and Democratic candidates 
NOLAN CHANDLER 
STAFF WRITER 
California will be voting for a new 
governor come November of 2010. As 
Arnold Schwarzenegger finishes his term. 
Republican Meg Whitman .and Democrat 
Jerry Brown seem to be leading within their 
own parties in the primary for this hotly 
contested position. Both Whitman and 
Brown are strong yet opposing candidates. 
Only one of them who makes it through the 
primary next June will be able to continue 
on to claim victory next November. 
Democratic candidate Jerry Brown is 
a veteran to California's governing system. 
Brown served as governor in 1974 and was 
reelected for a second term in 1978. He also 
served as the mayor of Oakland, though his 
most recent service has been as state Attor­
ney General from 2007 to the present. 
"With the other name Democrats out 
of the race, Attorney General Jerry Brown 
basically has a lock on his party's primary 
election," the San Francisco Chronicle re­
ported. "That's good for Brown, who won't 
have to blow millions of dollars on a pri­
mary. But it's only good for Democrats if 
Brown can win in November." 
Brown has not really disclosed any spe­
cifics as to what he wants to campaign for as 
a candidate, but his past terms as governor 
can give a good idea as to what he would be 
like if elected in November. Brown, as gov­
ernor, had to deal with a lot of green issues. 
He fought hard on topics such as energy 
independence, non-toxic building materials 
and clean air. These issues are important for 
Californians, but at this particular financial 
point in our state, the main priority should 
be the budget. With California in financial 
disarray, stability must be first in order. 
After that, we can move towards address­
ing green issues. 
Former eBay CEO Meg Whitman is 
one the main Republican candidates run­
ning in the gubernatorial primary election. 
Whitman has a strong educational back­
ground, having graduated from Princeton 
University with a degree in economics 
and continued on to receive her MBA at 
Harvard Business School. 
Since Whitman does not have the pri­
mary clinched for sure, she plans to cam­
paign on job creation, spending cuts and 
education. "I have a plan I'm calling 'Jobs 
First.' My plan will create jobs and lower 
taxes on families and businesses of every 
size, create incentives and streamline reg­
ulations for businesses and entrepreneurs 
around the state," Whitman said. 
For budget reform, Whitman aims to 
implement at least $15 billion in spend­
ing cuts, tax reductions and other plans to 
create at least two million private sector 
jobs by 2015. She also recognizes the im­
portance of education and wants to better 
California's current system. Whitman 
plans to evaluate schools, grading them 
from "A" to "F," and allowing parents to 
move children out of failing schools. She 
also plans to remove the state's cap on 
the number of charter schools, in order to 
give students and parents greater choice in 
education. 
Although Whitman does not have any 
political experience, her superior knowl­
edge of business and economics will surely 
provide the assistance that California so 
desperately needs. 
President Obama recently proposed 
new healthcare legislation that aims to 
bridge differences between two bills 
adopted late last year by the House and 
Senate. It claims to do so by adding a new 
element to the plan, the tightening of regu­
lations of insurance costs .,§ 
Obama's 1,000 plus pages of pro­
posed legislation would grant the Health 
and Human Services Secretary, a member 
of the Cabinet, the authority to review 
and block premium increases by private 
insurers, a change that has the potential to 
supersede state insurance regulators. 
The bill would also create a new 
Health Insurance Rate Authority, made 
up of health industry experts, that would 
issue an annual report setting the param­
eters for reasonable rate increases based 
on conditions in the market. Officials say 
that they envision the provision as taking 
effect immediately after the healthcare bill 
is signed into law. 
After more than a year of debate 
on health care reform, congressional 
Democrats are finally making headway 
in passing legislation that would provide 
oversight of major private insurance com­
panies like Anthem Blue Cross to ensure 
protection from arbitrary rate increases, 
like those recently announced in the press. 
Despite what you may have heard about 
the controversy, the proposal isn't a sign 
of what Republicans warn is a "govern­
ment takeover" of healthcare. 
Governmental oversight of health in­
surance rate changes is beneficial and long 
overdue. Can we justify putting our trust in 
the hands of private insurance companies 
that operate only to increase profits and 
market shares? 
Recently, Anthem Blue Cross of Cali­
fornia, the state's largest for-profit insurer, 
announced premium increases of up to 39 
percent, anticipating average rate increases 
of around 25 percent for its customers. 
Company spokesman said that the 
rate-jump reflects the soaring cost of medi­
cal care coupled with the reality of a weak 
economy causing younger, healthier people 
to drop insurance altogether. Without help, 
close to 700,000 customers will have to 
accept newer, higher rates that remain dis­
proportionate to the rising cost of medical 
care. 
The announcement of premium in­
creases led to outrage among officials in 
California and Washington. In one of his 
weekly addresses to the nation, Obama 
began by blasting recent "jaw-dropping" 
news of premium rate increases in Califor­
nia at Anthem Blue Cross. 
Obama supplemented his address, using 
the White House website, to reiterate his 
commitment to some bipartisan suggestions 
from Republicans, such as letting people 
buy insurance from companies out-of-state 
and to allowing small businesses to pool 
together to buy insurance at better rates. 
Anthem Blue Cross later delayed its 
proposed increases, pending a review. It 
seems that threats of government interven­
tion may be the only effective way of de­
terring insurance executives from outright 
criminal rate pricing. 
APARTMENT FOR RENT NEAR CAMPUS ON MORENA. $930 WITH 
$350 OFF FIRST MONTH. ONE BEDROOM, PETS ALLOWED, 
FRIENDLY, CLEAN, ROOMY, GOOD STORAGE, LAUNDRY . 
$600 DEPOSIT. 6 MONTH LEASE. (619)276-0606. 
Want to write for The Vista? 
EMAIL KPERRY@USDVISTA.COM 
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OPINION COI HMNIST 
Do you know that Coca-Cola is actu­
ally good for you? So is Burger King! As is 
movie theater popcorn butter that drips out 
of the dispenser in all of its oily goodness. 
According to the American Council 
on Science and Health (ACSH), an inde­
pendent, non-profit "consumer education 
consortium" that is "concerned with issues 
related to food, nutrition, chemicals, phar­
maceuticals, lifestyle, the environment and 
health," these products are not nearly as bad 
as we once thought. 
According to Howard Krutz, a writer 
from the Washington Post and author of 
"Toxic Sludge is Good for You," ACSH is 
the company that big corporations turn to 
when they need "expert advice." ACSH is 
funded by Burger King, Coca-Cola and the 
companies that produce tropical oils, which 
are found in movie theater butter, and in 
return provides third party "experts" to ad­
vocate on their behalf. In other words, they 
are paid to persuade us. 
Under what circumstances are we 
persuaded by "expert advice"? How many 
of our "beliefs" are shaped by people or 
companies, like ACSH, who have ulterior 
motives? How can we possibly avoid fall­
ing prey to corporate persuasion? Do your 
homework. Here's how to be a more con­
scious consumer: 
1. Investigate. Be knowledgeable about 
what you buy, and from where you buy it. 
Don't just look at both sides, look from 
the bottom to the top. Do these companies 
operate with you, the consumer, in mind or 
with only the dollar in mind? 
2. Buy little, or buy local. Make an 
effort to shop at smaller local businesses 
and to avoid bigger corporate chains. Large 
for-profit mega stores tend to be solely 
economically driven with little concern for 
their employees' well-being, the world as a 
whole, or you, the consumer. 
3. Go to farmers' markets, such as 
the ones held in Hillcrest each Sunday or 
at USD every Wednesday, or visit a local 
co-op, like People's in Ocean Beach. Not 
only are you helping local farmers and your 
community, but by avoiding chlorine-rinsed 
lettuce and 30-day-old apples, you are help­
ing yourself. 
4. Look for organizations like Trade 
As One (Tradeasone.com), which offer a 
socially conscious and creative alternative 
to our normal corporate driven consumer­
ism. 
The best part about being a consumer 
is that you are in control. Ironically, big 
company slogans often insist that you can 
"Have it Your Way." These corporations 
would be nothing without your money. 
Because you have the power, you have the 
responsibility to become a more conscien­
tious consumer. 
Small minds, big stomachs, bigger government 
MIKE MACKIE 
STAFF WRITFR 
I awoke Thursday morning, as I usu­
ally do, to eat breakfast and read the daily 
newspaper. Since the new issue of The 
Vista was out, I opted to forego the lib­
eral New York Times to read our campus 
weekly. Flipping through the pages, 1 
stumbled upon a piece entitled "Repub­
licans stubbornly refuse to eat their veg­
etables." 
As a Republican, I can vouch that my 
Party ardently supports eating vegetables 
and is against childhood obesity. But, 
seeing as that was not the point of the ar­
ticle, I digress. 
This piece claimed that the Repub­
lican Party was making it a "priority to 
block, shoot down, criticize and demonize 
everything proposed by Obama and the 
Democrats." 
While this is somewhat accurate, Re­
publicans are not blocking the Democratic 
Party's agenda out of spite after losing 
the 2008 election. Instead, this opposi­
tion represents a fundamental ideological 
disagreement. It is one thing to accuse 
the GOP of being the party of "No," but 
it is quite another to claim that it has suc­
cumbed to type-2 diabetes and that the only 
hope is for the government to tell us what 
to do. 
Why do we assume that our healthcare 
and financial institutions need to be fixed 
by government? Why can only govern­
ment resolve massive unemployment and 
the increasing deficit? Perhaps it is not the 
Republican Party that is fat and desirous of 
the metaphorical McDonald's Happy Meal, 
but the bloated bureaucracy that is govern­
ment, whether controlled by Democrats or 
Republicans. 
The problems facing our great nation 
are not only the result of greed in large fi­
nancial institutions, but also the greed of 
almost every man and woman who swore 
to protect the rights of the citizenry upon 
taking office. Is it too much to suggest solv­
ing our problems on our own, instead of 
pushing a $900 billion debt 10 years down 
the road in a vain attempt to mask the real 
problems we are facing? 
The GOP has not merely been the party 
of "No," as many in the liberal media would 
love to claim. Its solutions have been over­
looked by many Democrats who simultane­
ously claim that Republicans bring nothing 
to the table. Granted, the Republican version 
of the Healthcare Bill was not as stuffed as 
the Dems 1,000 plus pages, nor nearly as 
expensive as the almost $1 trillion plans 
submitted by the Congress. But that does 
not mean that no measures were undertaken 
by the Right. 
The platform submitted by many con­
servatives uses free-market solutions to fix 
our healthcare system. Instead of taxing 
those persons who make money and fund 
all of the entitlement programs that Progres­
sives enjoy so much, Republicans would 
rather see the government remove its heavy 
hand from the whole process. 
The federal government's suffocating 
laws make it impossible to buy insurance 
out of state, limiting free-market alterna­
tives and driving the price of already limited 
options up even further. 
My simple answer to this complicated 
message is to enact tort reform to severely 
limit the number of doctors who are wrong­
fully sued, allow for more options in the 
private sector and restrict the government to 
ensuring that the coverage promised in pri­
vate contracts is given to sick individuals. 
Any other options miss the big picture, 
claiming that the only way to insure legiti­
macy in the private sector is to strangle and 
regulate it through the government, a gov­
ernment already billions of dollars in debt. 
Parking spots new fronts in campus war 
LIZ CROSBY 
STAFF WRITER 
One of the great issues that plagues 
the students of this campus is undoubt­
edly the parking situation. Each morning 
begins the same with the added incentive 
of waking up a half-hour earlier than nec­
essary so as to find our own little plot of 
vehicular haven. 
You had better have your early morn­
ing coffee in hand when setting forth to 
fight in the parking space wars on campus, 
because it doesn't matter who you're up 
against. Friend or foe, colleague or room­
mate, it's survival of the fittest. 
There are a select amount of spots on 
campus that are known to few and thereby 
more likely to be open at the busy hours 
of the day. I dare not list these locations, 
lest they become widely known and con­
sequently overrun. Other students are 
similarly, if not more protective of their 
knowledge of secret places for their au­
tomobiles. Indeed, more protective than 
surfers and their hidden surf spots. I have 
a little secret of my own; it's a white-lined 
rectangle that is always open for me, if I 
only get to campus before 9 a.m. 
A working knowledge of parking 
on-campus comes with time, persistence 
and trial and error, not to mention a few 
very expensive parking tickets. Seeing 
that little envelope flapping in the wind 
beneath your windshield wipers conjures 
up so much anger and animosity that such 
emotions could rival those aroused from 
listening to Tiger Woods and his inarticu­
late pleas for forgiveness. 
The lengths to which people are will­
ing to go in order to park atop this hill are 
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RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA 
Park in a loading zone at USD and be prepared to receive a citation. 
reminiscent of a car chase in a Bond movie. 
Valiant efforts to acquire a spot on top of 
our mountain are soon quashed after mul­
tiple failed attempts. With heads cast down, 
students are forced to retreat to the West 
Lot, compelled to rely on those ridiculously 
full trams to get them to their final destina­
tions. 
Sill, the tram is not all that horrendous 
of a predicament. The enjoyment of each 
other's company is not only very Euro­
pean, but it's also a pleasant way to start the 
school day. We could, of course, ride our 
bikes to school. And, though the climb up 
the hill is grueling, the descent back down 
is an adrenaline-packed rush. Granted, you 
may be a little sweaty for your first class, 
but those endorphins will make you one 
happy individual. 
It is a little frustrating to try to under­
standing why we pay such high tuition, only 
to be preventd from finding a spot on-cam­
pus. Our science professors should really 
look into teleportation, so we no longer have 
to deal with this foolishness over specially 
designated parking spots. 
But, perhaps this issue, and our strug­
gles to overcome it, is a testament to how 
much we appreciate our USD educations. 
Just watch out for those fender benders; 
they're a lot more expensive to repair than 
you would expect. 
With spring break just around the corner, time to shape up, diet 
KIMBERLY CASTANEDA 
GUEST WRITER 
After a long winter of hibernation, the 
sun has begun to appear yet again. For the 
many students awaiting their cruise ship to 
Cabo, the sun is a clear indication that spring 
break is but a few weeks away. There is no 
doubt that whether you are headed to Las 
Vegas, staying in San Diego or heading back 
home, everyone is looking forward to strap­
ping on their new bathing suit and relaxing 
poolside. 
But, let's face it. It's been a cold winter, 
marked by comfortable sweatshirts, over­
sized sweatpants and Uggs. Despite the fact 
that temperatures are beginning to warm up, 
some students haven't warmed up to the ar­
rival of the Victoria's Secret swimsuit cata­
logue on their doorstep. 
"I have been attending more fitness 
classes this semester with the Fit and Active 
pass at Missions Fitness Center," admits 
gym patron, Marissa Traglio. "Spring Break 
is good motivation to get in shape before 
summer, and the exercise makes you feel 
good about yourself." 
Evidently, Traglio isn't the only one who 
is shaping up. The McNamara Fitness Center 
and Missions Fitness Center have both seen 
an increased number of patrons. 
"We are excited to have so many stu­
dents and staff trying to shape up and stay 
healthy," Missions Fitness Center employee, 
Kelsey Friedman, said. 
Tiffany Cooper, a personal trainer and 
fitness guru, offered me a few tips to staying 
cool and slim this spring break. 
First, remember H20. It is important 
to stay hydrated to keep our bodies running 
smoothly and to help flush out toxins in your 
body. Drinking plenty of water will also 
make us feel more energetic and boost our 
metabolic rate. Make sure to drink 96 ounces 
of water every day, starting first thing in the 
morning. And don't think twice about keep­
ing a large water bottle on hand throughout 
the day. 
Be sure to also watch what you eat. 
Eliminate junk foods that are fried or fatty, 
as well as soda, candy and alcohol. Eat four 
to six smaller meals throughout the day to 
help increase metabolism, keep you full and 
to help you avoid cravings. It is also impor­
tant to watch your sugar and sodium intake, 
while incorporating fresh fruits and veggies 
into your diet. 
Finally, work on your fitness. Exercise 
is important for keeping your mind, body 
and soul in shape. It plays a major role in in­
creasing our energy, increasing metabolism 
and helping to reduce stress. 
Commit to working out three to four 
times a week and be sure to change your 
routine to keep from getting bored and to 
maximize results. Grab a friend to help stay 
motivated and on-track. 
Another alternative to long hours in the 
gym is taking advantage of the free classes 
offered on campus. The USD Fitness Ini­
tiation Team provides students and staff the 
opportunity to attend a free week of classes, 
once a month, pertaining to mind, body and 
spirit. Not only do these classes allow the 
USD community to stay active throughout 
the semester, but they also give gym patrons 
a chance to expand their normal exercise 
routine. 
"We hope that students and staff con­
tinue to make health and exercise a priority 
this year," Friedman said. To find out more 
information about USD FIT, or learn insight­
ful tips from Cooper, log onto campus recre­
ation, accessible through the school website. 
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Women of color respond 
USD students address concerns over insensitivity 
RACHEL GASCA 
GUEST WRITER 
As women of color, my classmates and 
I are outraged and saddened by the actions 
of the students involved in the Compton 
Cookout at UCSD. This is not merely a 
disappointment in the implicated fraterni­
ties, but also in any other willing and able 
persons who planned or attended that event. 
people would congregate to lynch one or 
more African Americans, afterwards pro­
ceeding to feast and barbeque. 
"Come one, come all and experience 
a day in the ghetto...No need to visit the 
ghetto, we bring the ghetto to you." This 
was a mockery, an attraction created for the 
socially and politically protected, so that 
poverty and racism are no longer real and 
viable issues. Instead, they have become 
44 
A party that was meant to be a fun and light-
hearted event parallels 20th century lynching 
parties, where throngs of people would congregate 
to lynch one or more African Americans... 
7 7 
To those students who were affected by 
this disgusting display of racism, know that 
members of the USD community support 
you. An injustice to one is an injustice to 
all. 
Incidents like this confirm that the 
legacy of American colonialism still per­
vades our everyday lives. White supremacy 
and heteronormativity, built on the backs 
of people of color and low-wage labor, are 
the standards by which social structures are 
constituted and passed down to the next 
generation. A party that was meant to be 
a fun and lighthearted event parallels 20th 
century lynching parties, where throngs of 
themes for parties of the privileged. This 
heinous disregard for the plight of people 
living in impoverished communities justi­
fies their continued dehumanization. The 
students who took part, whether they orga­
nized or attended this racist, heterosexist, 
classist party, must be held accountable for 
their actions and make a public apology. 
We call for this to be an educational 
moment on the themes of self-definition 
and community self-determination. In the 
words of Malcolm X: "Without education, 
you're not going anywhere in this world." 
We stand in solidarity with UCSD's BSU 
and support their important demands. 
USD faculty members write open letter to UCSD administration 
Given the continued controversy and campus turmoil that has shaken the University of California at San Diego, and our committment to sharing news of those 
issues of greatest concern to our community, The Vista shares the following letter, which was sent by the USD Department of Ethnic Studies to a number of on-
campus offices and student organizations in response to the "Compton Cookout." 
To: UCSD Chancellor, BSU, Cross Cultural Center. Guardian 
From: Department of.Ethnic Studies, University of San Diego 
Date: February 21,2010 
Re: Compton Cookout Party 
As members of the Department of Ethnic Studies at the Unit ersity of San Diego, we would like to express our outrage and to join others who share similar 
.  •  ,  5  . . .  
alone in b . • . • : : county c: )int to such events. However, we believe that such hurtful; 
Wglgg-m v incidents can become teachable moments and lead to serious discussions about tfie lack of diversity on our campuses, the ongoing presence, of racism. 
. . . . . . . . .  r h ;  
. • • ' 
disturbing was the response. On a local radio show, callers assured the hosts that this was "light humor" and "youthful ignorance." One caller even suggested 
that \frican American-, would he welcome to such a party and mighi enjoy "dressing up in chains." What should worry all educators and residents of the 
nay ir 
§V: television stations were not laughing at this joke, so one wonders who the caller thought would find this funny. . 
.. 
We would like to suggest some ways to move the discourse away from denial and the temptation to minimize by university administrators: 
1. The stereotypes in the invitation do not only represent ignorance. They actually represent time-honored racist images of African Americans. Thus, 
young people are still learning these vicious images and concepts in a routine way. 
2. In this post civil rights era, racist joking and humor arc important ways that racism is passed on and "taught." These attitudes are learned and support the 
continuation of US racial hierarchies and inequities. Those who challenge these notions are ridiculed as being "PC" or having no sense of humor. Such "humor" 
forms occasions for bonding for our young men (and some women). 1 
m in stud wi ontii m i s> is thesi in iges i an ahixtoricr w 1 > cm o believe that racism against \frican Americans (and other people of 
i ' >v\ i 1 i rofilingam like? To say o inspires the ieep despair we aw in UCSD's African 
American students who were cynical that anything would be done about the incident. As long as they know this history, but the majority of students do not, 
we will continue to speak past each other. 
4. There is a persistent effort to deny any pattern with such incidents. People assert that UCSD is a good place and that these are only a few bad apples (or 
even not so bad apples). This directly contradicts the evidence. There is a national spate of such "parties." Boston College's student newspaper, The 
Heights, has listed dozens of such parties. Santa Clara University held a "South of the Border" party where students dressed up as gardeners, gang members 
and Latinas complete with balloons stuffed down their shirts to simulate pregnancy. Santa Clara students also hosted a "Fresh Off the Boat" party that 
mocked immigrants of all kinds. A "Ghetto Party" at a Texas university encouraged revelers to wear blackface and brandish guns. One wonders who is 
hosting all these events-just "rich kids" as the UCSD flyer notes? 
5. There is cynicism and despair over the denial cited above and the lack of consequences. There is ample evidence that these are not isolated incidents but 
rather national trends. John Hopkins suspended a fraternity for'its "Halloween in the Hood" party. 
We encourage all San Diego county colleges and universities to use this event as a teachable moment and one with consequences. We strongly resist the notion 
that it is accidental that the targets of these parties-African Americans, Latinos, Native Americans, and Asians—have nothing to do with US history and 
demographic change and do not constitute a standard body of knowledge used to perpetuate hate against such groups. We are also deeply concerned about 
the effect of biased-related incidents on university enrollment for underrepresented groups; both UCSD and USD have African American 
enrollments under 2%. Finally, we join with you in dialoguing about these critical issues of hostile environment and lack of access to higher education. 
Sincerely, 
Department of Ethnic Studies 
University of San Diego 
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The Buzz on Blogs 
TRACY STEINBACK 
STAFF WR1TFR 
Blogs, or web logs, are quickly becoming 
the most popular technological advancement 
among students. Many people use blogs to 
write personal diaries chronicling their daily 
activities or feelings in an arena where they 
feel safe. Blogs revolve around fashion, 
music, sports and just about anything that a 
blogger wants to write about. 
While many blogs can be helpful, some 
do more harm than good. Students tend to 
like blogs because they are free. 
"1 like to read blogs like Perez Hilton 
and Go Fug Yourself because I get all of the 
celebrity gossip for free. It's much less time 
consuming and less expensive than buy­
ing multiple magazines," sophomore Jenna 
Somnes said. 
Others like to follow the latest trends to 
keep up with celebrity fashion, perfect for 
USD's trendy campus. "I read blogs because 
I love fashion and I love to keep up on the 
trends. I like to see the clothes for every 
season and how people are wearing them, 
as well as to follow the latest runway show 
coverage for information," junior Victoria 
Fantozzi said. 
While fashion and celebrity blogs are 
gaining popularity, there are a myriad of 
interesting blogs to follow. No matter what 
you want to blog about, you can find a com­
munity that shares your interests. Blogs are a 
great way to post your ideas for free and hear 





Popular music blogs are abundant. The 
Hype Machine features most blogged art­
ists, upcoming concerts and hosts an ongo­
ing conversation about latest songs. Here 
you can post your newest favorite song, 
artist or band and discuss your choices 
with other musically inclined people. 
Instead of visiting multiple ticket selling 
sights, you can find all of the upcoming 
concerts in one place and then re-route to 
where to buy them. 
"I have wanted to see Gorillaz for a year 
now, but I keep missing them. I started 
looking at this blog to refresh my iPod 
with new music but saw that Gorillaz were 
playing at Coachella Fest in April and 1 
bought my ticket. 1 like seeing what music 
other people like and then downloading 
new songs," senior Pete Kirk said. 
Many people are enthusiastic about cars and enjoy being 
updated on the latest models and trends. "I love my Subaru," 
freshman James Balis said. "If you own one you know how 
awesome they are. I'm always on blogs looking for new Subarus 
that come out, and I like to chat with people who also own them. 
I met my two best friends on a Subaru website; we just started 
blogging about our cars but then met for lunch one day, and now 
a year later we hang out daily." freshman James Balis said. 
The Car Blog creates a community for car enthusiasts to bond 
over their shared love for motor vehicles. Breaking their website 
into categories such as helpful hints, reviews, Euro cars and ex­
otics we can't afford. The Car Blog offers something for every­
body to enjoy. The blog is also helpful for those looking to buy 
a car because you can chat with others to get truthful opinions 
about new models without the hassle of a dealership. 
T H E  S A R T O R I A L I S T  
THESATORIALIST.COM 
The concept of The Sartorialist is sim­
ple: take pictures of fashionable men and 
women across the globe and upload them, 
so that the masses can admire these inova-
tive fashionable people. This blog, which 
features photos of men and women from 
anywhere and everywhere (such as NYC, 
Paris and Brazil) has gained massive 
popularity since its creation. There is now 
a book which is a compilation of the best 
of The Sartorialist's photos. 
|- Maggie Klos 
r 7 - - - i For anyone new to blog­
ging, Pop Crunch is a web­
site that keeps you up-to-
date with all of the latest 
blogs. While perusing its 
website, you can find links 
to new stories, as well as 
links to other popular blogs. 
Pop Crunch wants to tell 
you what's hot and what's 
not. Links are divided into 
categories of sports, fashion, 
music and T.V. Frequently 
updated with breaking 
stories, and connecting you 
to other popular blogs, Pop 
Crunch is home to a wealth 
of information for people 
who want to get their daily 
fix of gossip all in one place. 
P0PCRUNCH.C0M 
Cute Overload is, without a doubt, the 
cutest blog on the Internet. All day every 
day, cute pictures of animals (baby animals 
in particular) are posted for visitors to en­
joy and "awww" at. Some people, doctors 
included, prescribe this website to those 
suffering from depression in any way, shape 
or form. Looking at kittens cuddling and 
penguins sliding on their bellies can cheer 
up even the saddest of the sad. 
- Kaitlin Perry 
CUTE0VERL0AD.C0M 
Welcome 
While some are addicted to Perez Hil­
ton and look to his site for their daily dose 
of celebrity gossip and trends, others are 
rightly disgusted with his postings. He first 
became famous with his blog pagesixsix-
six, which was voted Hollywood's most 
hated blog, and since then he has skyrock­
eted into Hollywood stardom. Now blog­
ging on PerezHilton.com and CoCoPerez. 
com, Perez provides harsh comments about 
celebrities. 
While many of his postings are humor-
PEREZHILTON.COM 
ous and up-to-date about the latest celeb­
rity drama, Perez often pushes boundaries. 
Known for outing closeted celebrities, 
posting disgusting drawings on celebrity 
pictures and critiquing celebrity children, 
Perez gets equal amounts of praise and 
criticism. Perez is famous for being biased 
against particular celebrities, picking them 
apart rather unfairly. While he has been 
known to falsely report information, he is 
more often correct, even if he crosses the 
line between humorous and cold-hearted. 
THECARBLOG.COM 
SBnation is a fan powered blog that 
provides all types of sports news in one 
place. While Sports Illustrated and ESPN 
are popular magazines, they can get expen­
sive and provide limited sports coverage. 
This blogging site breaks their page up into 
a variety of categories: soccer, basketball, 
combat, golf, etc. You can go to any forum, 
blog about your opinions and share in the 
opinions of others. 
This type of blog is a community builder 
because you can meet people with similar 
interests and chat daily about games you 
watched or teams you follow. One article 
posted by a blogger this week discusses 
women who need to stop playing men's 
sports and start being more "pretty."Angry 
bloggers responded on the equality of 
women and men in sports claiming, for 
instance, that Olympic ice skating can be a 
sport for men and women. SBnation offers 
the sports lover an arena to express their 
feelings, get sports news and hear about 
their favorite players, all in one stop. 
SB*MX&TIO!« Searel 
MMA Tonnla Golf Soccer Fantasy NASCAR NFL 
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IB Budget 
! Saving You 
Fashionista 
Money Since 2003 
Look For Less: Lauren Conrad 




Had trouble getting ready this morning for work? Well, 
take a note from Hills star, Lauren Conrad, In a charm 
printed top and high waisted bandage 
skirt, Lauren looks like she is ready for a day at the 
office. The pencil sMrt is a wardrobe staple that everyone has in 
their closet (If you don't, get one ASAP!). Pairing this versatile 
piece with silk or chiffon tops for work will easily give you that 
sexy secretary look. Choose a pair of high heeled peep toe pumps 
to lengthen your legs. 
The recession is affecting all aspects of daily 
life, but there is a way to avoid the recession 
making a dent in your wardrobe. The Budget 
Fashionista is committed to saving you money, 
with helpful features such as coupons and tips 
about where to get free merchandise. This blog 
is the perfect choice for those wanting to ex­
pand their outfit selection on a budget. Kathryn, 
the editor of the site, directs you to daily sales 
and steals, and you can join her email list to get 
daily updates. There is also a link on the blog 
called "Sample Sale," where you can find which 
designers are selling their samples at rock bot­
tom prices. It can tip fashionistas off on where to 
buy those $200 Hudson jeans at a fraction of the 
price. The Budget Fashionista is a site that can 
help anybody get the latest and greatest fashion 
for a reasonable price, making it a must see site 
for any stylish college student. 
THEBUDGETFASHI0NISTA.COM 
I 




When it comes to The Beat­
les I am a fanatic. Even more so, 
I am a Paul McCartney lover. 
Seeing him at Coachella last 
spring was the most significant 
moment in my musical life. The 
man is built up of pure genius 
when it comes to making music. 
This is probably why Erykah 
Badu had the brilliant idea to use 
a sample from McCartney's song 
"Arrow Through Me" for her 
forthcoming LP, "New Amerykah 
Part Two: Return of the Ankh." 
The way in which Badu 
received clearance to use this 
sample was through Twitter. 
Badu tweeted, "If I can talk to 
PAUL MCCARTNEY I can get 
the sample cleared .. have less 
than 24 hours or song wont make 
album . help . it will happen!!" 
The tweets went through a 
number of people, ultimately 
crediting Lenny Kravitz and 
fashion designer and daughter of 
McCartney, Stella. Pitchfork is 
claiming this act "the first major 
Twitter-based sample clearance 
ever. Amazing." 
So, if Pitchfork said it then 
I guess it is a valid accomplish­
ment. Not having to jump through 
hoops, wheeling and dealing with 
sleaze-ball managers, is a reason­
able way to go about receiving 
approval. Truthfully, this seems 
like Badu procrastinated and by 
the sound of her tweet, practically 
begged McCartney to let her use 
his creation so she could benefit 
from his hard work. 
In McCartney's defense, 
I think he could care less about 
who uses his tracks to their own 
advantage and I'm not about to 
get into the whole selling-out 
concept. It does not bother me 
that Badu will most likely profit 
off of McCartney's work. What 
bothers me is that Badu and any 
other artist that samples songs 
feel that their own work is not 
good enough, therefore they have 
to embed the greats into their 
work and tweak the track to give 
it a sense of creativity. Yeah it 
might be a difficult task, but what 
is more difficult is creating some­
thing from the soul. Is that a valid 
speculation for me to make? 
Now, I am not a musical 
genius. If you ever see me on 
the piano in the UC, I am most 
•likely playing "Let It Be" and it 
is an amusing time. However, I 
accept that I am not very good at 
what I attempt to do. I sure as hell 
never play a song I did not write 
and expect people to see me as an 
artist. 
If Badu and other artists 
were awesome at what they at­
tempt to do, then they probably 
would have the musical capa­
bilities to make their own beats 
instead of looping guitar riffs and 
bass lines to give their songs the 
extra proficiency it lacked while 
standing alone. I don't have any­
thing against Badu or other artists 
who engage in this type of music 
making. From what I have heard, 
Badu has a beautiful voice. The 
only thing is anyone who feels 
the need to use other artists' work 
are just discrediting themselves 
as valid innovative musicians. 
Do your own work, kids. It's still 
cheating, even if it's in quotes. 
THE VISTA 
Danish band is quite the live treat 
BRYCE CARR 
STAFF WRTIFR 
When Mette Lindberg of the 
Danish band The Asteroid Galaxy 
Tour calls Friday morning to talk 
to me from her apartment in Cope-
hagen; it's a call that I've been 
nervous about all week. 
The nerves aren't related to 
being starstruck. They instead 
come from a more subtle division 
in our cultures. Our 9 a.m. call 
means its 6 p.m. on a Friday night 
in Denmark, and, at 8:58 here, I 
still can't seem to find the correct 
way to pronounce her name. When 
the call comes in, I cross my fin­
gers, hoping she'll forgive me for 
my American accent and a poten­
tial butcher of her name. We start 
to talk a bit and, as it turns out, she 
seems to be just as curious about 
the pronunciation of my name as I 
am of hers. I suppose the number 
of Bryces in Copenhagen must 
be somewhere near the number 
of Meetes running around in San 
Diego. 
Through light conversation, 
laughter and comparisons between 
Copenhagen and San Diego, it 
dawns on me that Lindberg seems 
to be guiding this interview in an 
entirely different direction, a more 
laid-back and relaxed conversa­
tion. She tests my knowledge of 
Danish music as we talk about the 
music scene in Copenhagen, one 
that The Asteroid Galaxy Tour has 
become a staple of. It's becoming 
clear to me that Lindberg, treats all 
people like good friends. 
As the business aspect of the 
conversation begins, I can't help 
but to touch upon the fame that 
the band has received following 
the success of having "Around the 
Bend" featured in art iPod Touch 
commercial. Lindberg tells me 
that when the band had only been 
together for a year, they hadn't 
released any actual albums, but 
made the decision to release a few 
songs. 
As someone at Apple heard 
"Around the Bend," they thought 
it would be the perfect song for 
the soon-to-be-announced iPod 
Touch. The band signed off, jump­
ing at the chance for exposure but 
thought the song wouldn't really 
be used. They forgot about the 
potential commercial, and were 
unprepared for the sudden growth 
of fans. Because the band saw the 
The Asteroid Galaxy Tour will play the Casbah on March 21. 
death of the record industry as im­
minent, they wanted to start their 
own label to release their songs. 
Demand for the band quickly 
exceeded the output of the small 
label and Lindberg and Iversen 
(The Asteroid Galaxy Tour's pro­
ducer) decided to hit the road on 
European tours. Slots opening for 
Katy Perry and Amy Wiriehouse 
soon followed as well as a quick 
tour of the U.S. 
October marked a new chap­
ter for the band as they released 
their first full-length album titled 
"Fruit." This album has expanded 
upon the success of the initial EPs 
while rounding out the dance pop 
feel with songs that seem to focus 
on more serious topics than seen 
before. Lindberg explains to me 
that the added songs on the full-
length are some that Iversen has 
been working on for years. They 
tend to incorporate a more primal 
connection to sound while leading 
the listener along a lyrical search 
for something more. Overall, the 
album seems to be a wonderful 
blend of Iversen's multi-instru­
mental genre blending arrang-
ments and Lindberg's's soulful, 
yet striking, voice. 
As I wrap up my call with 
CLASHMUSIC.COM 
Lindberg, we talk about the band's 
upcoming show at the Casbah 
on March 21 with local favorite 
White Apple Tree. It turns out that 
she hates playing 21+ venues and 
she wishes there was a way to get 
all of her fans into the show. Her 
solution? "Any problems, - we 
will sneak them in!" she jokes. I 
wouldn't hold her to it though. 
Underage listeners can just head to 
Los Angeles on March 23 to catch 
the band at Echo. Wherever you 
see them, you'll be in for a treat, 
as The Asteroid Galaxy Tour has 
been known for their amazing live 
shows. 
Five days until my departure for Peru 
BENJAMIN GEFELL 
STAFF WRTIFR 
There is a four month blank 
space in my foresight, and it is 
mine to fill. This is the last semes­
ter before my senior year at USD, 
and with graduation looming in 
the background, the next few years 
for myself and all of my peers will 
be some of major transition and 
growth. Until today, the first of 
March, I did not realize the true 
proximity of my next adventure. 
On Saturday, March 6, I will 
be departing from San Diego, 
jetting to Dallas and hopping to 
Miami, where I will wait until 
11:50 p.m. to take my seat in 27F 
and set off to arrive in Lima, Peru 
at 5:45 a.m. Eastern time. Taking 
care not to fall asleep during my 
layovers and after reaching my 
gates, I will be forced to begin 
implementing the advice that I 
have received from so many more 
experienced individuals: be ob­
servant and keep my wits about 
me. 
The last radical move that I 
experienced was the 3,000 mile 
move from Syracuse, in Upstate 
New York, to San Diego, Califor­
nia. I knew from sophomore year 
in high school that I wanted a big 
change for college and I've known 
since I first visited Europe that I 
will need big experiences to fulfill 
me for the rest of my life. I crave 
the thrill attached to the influx of 
new perceptions when 1 immerse 
myself in brand new surroundings 
and my next opportunity in South 
America is imminent and fast ap­
proaching. 
I think the biggest change in 
my environment will be the lan­
guage. One of the main reasons 
I chose Peru was to experience a 
lifestyle in which I could acquire 
the ability to bridge a major lan­
guage barrier. I am a Spanish 
major, so this trip will certainly 
help me take steps towards my 
goal of fluency. Although I will 
certainly make mistakes, I expect 
that I will be welcomed warmly in 
my efforts to reach out and com­
municate. 
Physically I was unprepared 
for this adventure. My prepara­
tions included a visit to the doctor, 
three vaccines and three prescrip­
tions. I received the H1N1 and 
Yellow Fever vaccinations on the 
same day. 
Later the same week I took 
four pills every other day; they 
were refrigerated because it was 
a live Typhoid vaccine. My pre­
scriptions include a few pills to 
aid with altitude sickness, others 
for travelers' diarrhea, which I 
have read is a common occur­
rence when traveling to Central 
or South America. I also have 50 
Malaria pills, enough to do some 
traveling. 
While everybody else will be 
looking forward to summer break, 
I will be catching the tail end of 
summer, and moving into Autumn. 
After a three-month-long winter 
break I am steadily enclosing on 
a truly brand new cultural experi­
ence. 
When I first began the ap­
plication process to study abroad 
last semester at USD, the pros­
pect seemed a lifetime away. The 
months have slowly worn down, 
leaving weeks, now just days left 
until my departure. The excitement 
of stepping onto the first plane will 
be nearly overwhelming. 
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A cappella group hopes to be heard 
RACHEL HORGAN 
STAFF WRTIFR 
When sophomore Maddie 
Vann came to USD, she couldn't 
help but notice something was 
missing: a student run a cappella 
group. After seeing various col­
lege groups perform at her high 
school and around her hometown, 
she was disappointed that there 
wasn't a casual choir that focused 
on more contemporary pop music 
at her university. She decided to 
take it upon herself to take the 
steps to start this project. 
"USD is pretty good about ap­
proving clubs," Vann said. "If you 
want to start one and you have a 
couple people interested in it, you 
attend a few meetings and it can 
happen. Of course I had some help 
from my friends, but the hard part 
was generating enough interest." 
With a little research I found 
that USD once had an a cappella 
group called Ei pty Jukebox, but 
ended when the seniors graduated 
in 2007. Now with the growing 
popularity of the T.V. show Glee, 
it is no surprise that there is more 
interest in joining, and supporting, 
this type of performance art. 
Last semester, about 45 
people were involved in the USD 
A Cappella Choir, which meant 
attending meetings, brainstorming 
what they wanted out of this choir 
and performing songs. About 20 
of those members participated 
in their first live performance 
of "Fireflies" by Owl City at the 
Almost Famous event put on by 
Gamma Phi Beta and Beta Theta 
Pi last semester. 
"1 wasn't sure if we would 
have enough people to actually 
hold auditions, but after the turn­
out last semester 1 felt it was time 
to create a smaller group that can 
be more consistent and better or­
ganized," Vann said. 
Auditions were held Feb. 21 
and 22. on campus. Each perform­
er sang a one to two minute piece 
of their choice in front of Vann, 
an advisor, alumnie and other stu­
dents that knew about music but 
weren't auditioning. Callbacks 
were held Feb. 28 to eventually 
find the 16 to 20 talented men and 
women that will create a name, 
choose songs and start practicing. 
The group will include singers 
from each range (bass, soprano, 
etc.), as well as beat boxers. Right 
now women are heavily outweigh­
ing the men in auditions, but the 
choir will have an equal number 
of each in the end. 
Once the group is created, they 
will hold practices once a week 
with an occasional rehearsal to 
prepare their repertoire. Because it 
is new and in its beginning stages, 
it is hard to tell what involvement 
in the group will actually entail. 
The idea is that they will perform 
on campus, as well as in the San 
Diego area, and are looking to 
work together with other student 
organizations on campus. 
"At the very least we will 
have an end of the semester per­
formance with all the songs we 
have learned," said Vann said. 
The head of the concert and 
choral scholars is also starting an 
eight-person a cappella group this 
semester. His will be smaller, and 
more professional, whereas this 
group is student run, casual and 
open to the student body. 
"While the groups will be 
very different, hopefully we can 
do something together," said 
Vann. 
With the forming of an of­
ficial group it will give others 
a chance to step up and help the 
choir grow so they can prove that 
they belong at USD and are not 
just temporary. 
If you are interested in join­
ing, supporting, or learning more 
about the club, please look up the 
group on Facebook (USD A Cap­
pella). 
Truth in "The Blind Side" is questionable 
CHRISTINA SEARS 
STAFF WRTIFR 
If one has ever seen a movie 
trailer where "based on a true 
story" flickered across the screen, 
a feeling of doubt and uncertainty 
usually fills the audience, as that 
phrase has been greatly stretched 
in past films. In the recent box-
office sports hit, "The Blind Side," 
the film attracted families across 
the country, but also raised the 
question of just how authentic this 
story was. 
Told primarily from the point 
of view of Leigh Anne Tuohy, the 
spitfire mother, "The Blind Side" 
is about a suburban Caucasian 
family taking in a stranded Afri­
can American teenage boy into 
their home and family. 
Through his transition into 
the family, the Tuohys ensure that 
he gets the best they can give him 
- a home, education and an oppor­
tunity to play the South's favorite 
sport of football. Michael Oher 
would later become one of the 
NFL's own as he was drafted into 
the Baltimore Ravens last year. 
While the film furvors that 
family favorite ideal of whole­
some humor and a positive story, 
questions have been raised by 
critics over the authenticity of the 
portrayal. 
In a "20/20" interview to 
promote the film, the real Michael 
Oher stated that some scenes, such 
as when Tuohy boldly explains 
how to play football during prac­
tice, were not entirely accurate. 
Just like most films based on "true 
stories," artistic liberties are usu­
ally taken to make the movie more 
enjoyable from the producers' 
perspectives. 
It was also critiqued for high-
SUBSYMPHONIKA 
Sandra Bullock plays the role of Leigh Anne Tuohy in the true story about Baltimore Raven's Michael 
Oher's transition into a foster family. 
lighting what the Tuohy family 
did to increase Oher's chances 
for college while not giving the 
offenseive lineman enough credit 
for his hard work. 
However, the real Tuohy 
family would strongly disagree 
with this. "He wasn't in need of 
academic help because he was 
already a very intelligent person," 
said daughter Collins Tuohy. "He 
was in need of the tools to put all 
that intelligence together." 
His own determination was 
what led to his great success; the 
Tuohy family provided the oppor­
tunities to utilize his talents. 
Alumnus Kyle Beck, who 
majored in Theatre Arts (and is 
an avid film blogger) felt that the 
film "should have been about Mi­
chael's ability to help and improve 
himself when given the chance in­
stead of Tuohy's strong personal­
ity and desire to provide those op­
portunities." A balanced portrayal 
may have been more appealing to 
a wider audience. 
Criticized for the film's em­
phasis on the family's support of 
Oher, Melissa Anderson of the 
"Dallas Observer" stated that the 
film "peddles the most insidious 
kind of racism, one in which whit-
eys are virtuous saviors, coming to 
the rescue of blacks who become 
superfluous in narratives that are 
supposed to be about them." In 
response to claims like these, the 
Tuohy family has emphasized 
(which has also been a prominent 
line in many of the promotional 
trailers) that Michael did more to 
change their lives than them his. 
In the question of whether 
the authenticity of the film is 
questionable, there definitely were 
some scenes that obviously did not 
occur and were used for artistic 
and commercial appeal. However, 
if the family found that the center 
of their story was truly used then 
the efforts of this film were correct 






Although USD is a relative­
ly small campus with a modestly 
sized student body, no matter 
how involved a student is, there 
are certain aspects of on campus 
activities that go totally unno­
ticed. There is so much going 
on and so many events overlap­
ping that some times it is hard 
to get involved at all because it 
seems overwhelming. However, 
to ignore the postcards that have 
been slapped on the inside of 
the bathroom stalls or the flyers 
that are taped to the sidewalks 
puts you at risk of missing a 
wonderful event put on by your 
contemporaries. 
In the four years 1 have 
been here, I have discovered 
various underground groups at 
USD. There are many clubs and 
groups who are working hard 
to get their name out there and 
doing whatever they do in hopes 
that they will be recognized by 
their fellow students. One col­
lection of students that never 
ceases to impress are the ones 
that belong to the small visual 
art department. They are the 
kids you have probably seen 
wearing paint-splattered jeans, 
carrying supplies or just scur­
rying around the basement of 
Camino. 
1 wasn't even aware of the 
thriving art department at USD 
until I added an art minor late in 
my sophomore year. From paint­
ing to sculpture to photography 
and visual communication, 
USD has a little something for 
everyone. Whether or not you 
think you have conventional ar­
tistic abilities, no doubt there is 
a place for you. Now as a senior, 
I am familiar with many of the 
students and faculty, but many 
other students aren't aware of 
the amazing artistic talent that 
dwells in the underbelly of this 
university. 
Starting this month, the 
visual art senior thesis exhibi­
tions begin to go up in the Visual 
Art Center in the Sacred Heart 
Room 103. The exhibitions are 
held in the little gallery space 
next to the Health Center and 
it is open 9 a.m. to 4p.m. daily. 
Through the rest of the semester 
graduating visual arts majors 
will be presenting their senior 
thesis projects to anyone and 
everyone who is interested. Not 
only are the senior thesis exhibi­
tions a great opportunity to see 
impressive art work for free, 
but it is also an amazing expe­
rience to get to take a peek at 
what fellow USD students have 
worked so long and hard on. 
If you are interested in get­
ting more involved on campus 
or just need something to do in 
between classes, I implore all 
who can to step into the gallery 
space and see what has been 
going on in the basement of 
Camino Hall. In the least you 
will be impressed, and, who 
knows, you might even be in­
spired to take an art class. For 
more information on the senior 
thesis exhibition, contact the 
Department of Art at (619) 260-
4107. 
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Just because you are buying Chanel or Louis Vuitton in Paris, doesn't make it more authentic. 
I have a deep love affair 
with second-hand things. 
Whether it be clothes, books 
or jewelry, even CDs and fur­
niture, I want it. Whenever I 
go back home to Ventura 1 get 
extremely excited to hit up the 
thrifts stores on Main Street. 
Though they may have silly 
names (Retarded Children's 
Thrift Store, Battered Women's 
Thrift Store), they have some 
beautiful, priceless finds. 
One of my best purchases 
was a "gold" and black ring 
shaped into three lilies that con­
sist of "diamonds" and hut the 
side of a smoky quartz stone. 
It's beautiful and it only set me 
back about $10. My other best 
purchases are shoes. I wear a 
size 5 shoe, which is extremely 
small and not even earned by 
some stores, including Gap, 
my place of employment, nor 
thrift stores for the most part. 
Whenever I find a pair of shoes 
in my size at a thrift store I buy 
it. They are usually pretty cute 
(because they are small) and 
come in bright colors and stylish 
materials, like "hippie" leather, 
as I like to call it, or suede. 
Another good buy are long 
skirts, which can double as a 
strapless dress, because the 
patterns of the fabric are usu­
ally pretty interesting and pretty 
pretty. I've also found some 
really nice leather belts and 
leather over-the-shoulder strap 
purses (one from Costa Rica 
even). All in all, thrift stores are 
the best stores because of their 
great deals ($2 outfits anyone?) 
and their pretty patterned finds. 
My secondhand things 
don't always come from thrift 
stores though. A lot of them 
come from my mom and grand­
ma. The items from my mom 
are items that my sister and 1 
share with each other. Two of 
my favorites from my mom are 
the Bruce Springsteen concert 
tee that says "Tramps like us..." 
on the front and "...baby we 
were born to run" on the back, 
and the white Bruce Spring­
steen crewneck sweatshirt with 
the lyrics to "Jungleland" on 
the front (and a black and red 
graphic in the background). But 
my absolute favorite hand-me-
down from my mom is a short-
sleeved, neutral-colored, plaid 
button-down shirt that she wore 
on her first date with my dad. 
Because it's old and worn it's 
unbelievably soft and comfort­
able. 
My grandma, however, 
gives me the most beautiful cos­
tume jewelry I've ever seen. Big 
gold rings with big red stones 
and big fake diamonds weigh 
my hands down and make me 
feel really girly and old-fash­
ioned (since they are from the 
'50s and all). My grandma has 
amazing style and every time I 
see her she has some new, beau­
tiful piece of jewelry on that I 
ask if 1 can have when she dies. 
Yes, it's a morbid question, but 
she doesn't get offended and 
I get another beautiful object 




Though it might sound super­
ficial and most of us don't like to 
admit it, traveling abroad is the 
perfect excuse to shop. It's a feel­
ing that whatever you purchase 
you will be unable to find back 
home because it is one of a kind 
and unique to its country of origin 
(and the classic mind trick also 
helps when prices look a lot lower 
because you conveniently forget to 
convert the currency. Why do math 
on vacation?). 
Whatever your excuse, a 
vacation simply compels one to 
shop. While touring the Vatican 
or Buckingham Palace may hover 
on the agenda, let's face it - you 
can't bring those home with you 
and wear them over and over. With 
spring break and summer looming 
on the horizon, it seems only ap­
propriate to visit the rules of shop­
ping abroad. 
Where do you draw the line 
between necessary and frivolous? 
There are a few things to keep in 
mind while shopping abroad that 
can save both your time and your 
wallet. 
I know, touring the Spanish 
Steps can seem somewhat mun­
dane when Yves Saint Laurent and 
Prada are calling your name right 
at the base, but rule number one, 
don't buy designer abroad. Yes, the 
thrill of owning Prada from Italy 
or Vuitton from France is certainly 
alluring, but the exchange rate will 
make the already expensive items 
even more absurd, and, with the 
dollar at it's weakest, it's probably 
best to steer clear of unneeded 
expenses. When you can get the 
same thing in the states minus the 
currency exchange, it's only the 
memory that you're paying extra 
for. Visit the boutiques to window 
shop, but actually make the pur­
chase back home. Contrary to 
RYAIM COGHILL 
A&C EDITOR 
Remember back to freshmen 
year of high school when the kids 
with the super tight pants were 
raving about that band Cursive? 
Remember that tight little shirt 
with the piano on it? Do you re­
member not listening to them and 
now you regret your decision? 
Whether or not you fall into that 
category, you are in luck because 
Cursive will be doing San Diego 
the courtesy of performing at the 
House of Blues on April 1 with 
Alkaline Trio. 
Cursive truly gained recogni­
tion in 2003 after their album "The 
Ugly Organ" was released. This 
album incorporates a look into the 
conscious feelings that one expe­
riences with artistic development. 
With the success of this album they 
were invited to play Coachella in 
2004. Cursive's latest album was 
just released March 1 digitally and 
March 10 on CD on Saddle Creek 
Records. 
With all the hardships musi­
cians face when trying to get their 
music bought, it seems that bands, 
or managers, are looking for new 
ways to market their music. Ra-
diohead gave the option to pay any 
price for "In Rainbows" back in 
2008. The way to get the cheapest 
possible deal for the new Cursive 
album, "Mama, I'm Swollen," is 
to buy it as soon as possible. If you 
the myth, designer is not actually 
cheaper in it's homeland; quite the 
opposite, actually. 
Rule number two, don't waste 
your time shopping in places you 
can find in the states, and don't be 
fooled by the tres chic European 
names. I've been to Harrods three 
times and it's time to face the real­
ity - it's nothing but a supersized 
Bloomingdales. 
With the exception of a few 
designers, most of the vendors 
Harrods carries are the same ones 
you'll see inside any Bloomies 
or Neiman Marcus. Not to men­
tion, the department store is a 
mad house and you'll be lucky to 
navigate your way through without 
getting lost, frustrated or trampled 
by the amount of people, leaving 
you wondering if you're actually 
in central London or on a safari in 
the middle of a stampede. 
Skip it. If you want the same 
department store feel, Fortnum & 
Masons is much more accessible. It 
has the same feel to it, but with less 
crowding and unique-to-Britain 
products. The bottom level is pro­
duce, the middle has home decor 
and the top has lingerie, with vari­
ous other categories interspersed in 
between (and not to mention a de­
licious old-time ice cream parlor). 
The same can be said of other 
countries. Avoid the mall-type 
venues; they're nothing more than 
bigger, more hyped up versions of 
our American department stores. 
So that brings us to rule 
number three, try to spend your 
shopping time buying things that 
are truly unique to the country that 
you honestly can't buy at home. Of 
course every Paris visitor wants to 
check out the famous Saint Ger­
main shopping district, but don't 
spend all day there. Get lost on the 
backstreets of Paris, navigate your 
way through the cobblestones of 
Rome and don't miss the old book­
stores hidden through London's 
Covent Garden. The local shopping 
may not be what your magazines 
are hyping, but they're the most af­
fordable and most rewarding spots 
to shop. There's something incred­
ibly memorable about bringing 
back a 3 Euro Parisian scarf from a 
shop in Montmartre, or a Venetian 
glass ring from a hidden store off 
the Grand Canal - those are truly 
the items worth purchasing items 
you can't find anywhere else. 
Truth be told? My favorite 
travel purchase will always be the 
one made at 31 Rue Cambon (the 
address of the original Chanel 
store), but it still can't beat the 
memories conjured up when some­
one asks me where I got the 10 
Euro glass ring on my hand, and I 
lose myself in memories of canals 
and gondoliers. 
Cursive plays House of Blues on April first 
are to buy the album today, March 
4, the album will cost you $4. If 
you buy it tomorrow, it will be $5. 
The price will increase $1 per day 
until the CD release on March 10. 
Cursive is a band that can 
be appreciated by anyone. They 
give off the teenage angst feeling 
but still incorporate lyrical intelli­
gence, something most bands con­
tinually fail to produce. "Mama, 
I'm Swollen" has received a 
tremendous amount of positive 
recognition. Rolling Stone called 
it "a dizzying range of amped-up 
hardcore, horn-powered country 
rock and angular balladry." 
This is an opportunity any 
music lover should not pass up. 
If there is one band that you go 
and see before you head out to 
Coachella, it is Cursive. Their live 
shows are filled with energy and 
word on the street is that the songs 
from "Mama, I'm Swollen" are 
a live performance worth every 
penny. 
If you like guitars, drums and 
stuff, then you should probably 
buy your ticket for Cursive. This 
show will sell out fast as there are 
more Cursive fans than you would 
ever know. If you ask the person 
next to you right now. they will 
probably tell you that they dig 
Cursive. 
WENDY LYNCH 
Cursive has something to offer for all music lovers. 
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SAN DIEGO EVENTS CALENDAR 
March 5 March 6 March 7 
Rebelution, SOJA, Zion-I @ House of Blues 
8 p.m., $20 
Christmas Island, Jeans Wilder & Dreamboat 
@ Tin Can Ale House 
9 p.m., 21 + 
March 8 
"The Wild Party" @ the Coronado Playhouse 
8:00 p.m. 
Based on a narrative poem by Joseph Moncure March 
(1926), the musical portrays an all-night, late Jazz 
Age bash. 
Look, Up in the Air! 
The 62nd annual Ocean Beach Kiwanis Kite 
Festival @ Ocean Beach Recreation Center 
9 a.m., Free 
March 9 
'80s Retro Night @ Lips Restraunt 
$10 food minimum 
Rooftop Yoga @ Porto Vista Hotel & Suites 
5:30 p.m., $15 
Manchester Orchestra with The Features, Biffy 
Clyro, & Oh! Brother! @ House of Blues 
7 p.m., $14.50 at the door 
Gree Carpet Oscar Party @ the Loft 
5 p.m., Donate what you can 
March lOrt't 
Silent Comedy @ the Casbah 
$15,21 + 
Toad the Wet Sprocket @ Anthology 
9:30 p.m.,  21+ 
A Memoir to Misfortune by Marisa Dodge 
Not swerving nor speeding, was making a turn, 
words can't express the lesson I'll learn. 
A puddle! Hydroplane! Side to side! 
Quick and with force like the pull of a tide. 
Not control of a thing; brakes, the wheel, nor gas, 
lasted only seconds, but felt like hours to pass. 
Smashed into a rail, almost went over a bridge, 
with luck screeched inland, bodies complete in cringe. 
As airbags inflated, hearts and stomachs all dropped, 
Cars approached, slowed down, some moved on, some stopped. 
Darkness of night, and sky pouring rain, 
this combination brings more than physical pain. 
Fleeing from its interior that had turned and tossed, 
the car announced dead, but blessed no lives lost. 
The call was made, three-digit number dialed, 
in this terrible incident, how dare they have smiled. 
Blood ran down her pretty face, 
not only a crash, but now a case. 
Vivid Black and White, flashing Blue and Red. 
Pride; happiness; tears, only a few to be shed. 
Four of four breathing, this moment opposite of dullness, 
three lives return to safety, one's to be gone in fullness. 
Bruises circle wrists now; the metal was so tight, 
kept trying to prevent nervous vomiting with all my might. 
Tissue to dry the face that produced a streaming river, 
Tights, jacket, and shoes taken; causing my all-night shiver. 
Blood began to drip from my nose, 
sad, sore, and afraid I kept my eyes at close. 
Loudly yelled at, "Girl stop your damn shakin' and tears," 
was three times my size, but she being the least of my fears. 
Treatment of abused animals; chained, pushed around, caged. 
Placed inches from tweakers, illegal-aliens, drunks, and deranged. 
Throbbing pounds hard throughout my neck, 
my car, friendships, mind; Life all in a wreck. 
The ability to disappear, water, and warmth; being all in great need. 
Scared of future consequences, post mindset; more than five times I peed. 
Not alone, please do not drink and drive, 
For it will keep you and others' alive; 
But also not a sip, before approaching a wheel, 
the road may cause accidents; tests make consequences real. 
A plea to take note of this, for if not near drunk, 
Life can shoot downward, fast as an NBA dunk. 
Neither legally over the limit, but nor legitimate of age, 
creates a report longer than the largest book's page. 
Things can happen that are out of your hands, 
A particular crash prevents no place for feet to make lands. 
Flashbacks unending, begging my brain to rest, 
Hoping one day to rid the ache from my chest. 
Flooded with negativity, sorrow, self-loathing, and hurt, 
followed by the feeling of worth less than dirt. 
"You're lucky, be thankful, it could have been worse," 
"You could've hurt others, or yourself in a hearse." 
Thanking God for his presence, a blessing indeed, 
but wish to be 6 feet under a slab reading, "R.I.P.". 
A way out, an escape; a possibility or one not, 
but it would save me from the want of pulling the shot. 
Feelings come forth unknown to exist, 
what a drastic change, an upset, an unbelievable twist. 
Exact images & physical feelings exist within night-terrors I've since 
met, 
waking me more than once a night; screaming, crying, & in a deep 
sweat. 
Bad things can happen to those deep down good, 
if things could be taken back, know to take this night; I would. 
Not intended for pity/attention, although I do mourn, 
written to share an experience, give an opinion, Save someone, and 
Warn. 
Dedicated to those involved in any way 
IT'S NOT TOO LATE 
GET INVOLVED Mips 
What kind of writer are you? 
Sports? Opinion? 
Feature? News? 
Arts & Culture? 
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UNIVERSITY OF ST. AUGUSTINE 
Cfert oh. the road to a. successful 
career fh physical or occvpatiohal therapy 
Wednesday, February 24, 2010 Saturday, March 6, 2010 
San Diegc Campus San Diego Campus 
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm 10:00 am - Noon 
Join us for an informational session to learn how a career in Physical 
Therapy or Occupational Therapy could change your life. Attend one of 
our upcoming information sessions to learn about why the University 
of St. Augustine (USA) is the best choice in physical and occupational 
therapy education. 
USA is a graduate university that focuses solely on health science 
education. It is our mission to provide professional development to 
health care providers through innovative and individualized education. 
We look forward to meeting you and sharing with you all that our 
university has to offer. 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION: 
San Diego Regional Center 





• Choose from specializations such as 
FNP, PNP, Adult NP, Psychiatric 
Mental Health NP, Adult CNS, and 
Parent-Child CNS. 
• Upon completion, students meet all 
requirements to be certified and are 
nationally board-eligible. 
Classes are available now in San Diego. 
Apply today! 
The MSN at APU is accredited by the 
Commission on Collegiate Nursing 
Education (CCNE) and the California 
Board of Registered Nursing (BRN). 
II 
AZUSAmCIFIC 
U N I V E R S I T Y  
Master of Science in Nursing 
APU's Master of Science in Nursing prepares students to assume advanced 
practice roles as clinical nurse specialists, nurse practitioners, school nurses, 
and parish/health ministry nurses. Students work closely with faculty and 
clinical preceptors to learn the theory and develop the skills needed for their 
advanced nursing roles. 
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Fill out an application in UC 132 
or print out an application from 
theusdvista.com 
j 
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Oh Canada! 
When Sidney Crosby 
snuck one past Ryan Miller, 
proceeded to throw his mouth­
piece in the air, dropped his 
gloves, tossed his hands in the 
sky and symbolically smacked 
the United States in the face, I 
could not have been more sat­
isfied. Being one of the seven 
Canadians that attend USD, I 
cannot tell you how many times 
1 have heard the line, "So, you 
are from Canada, eh?" When I 
hear this, I feel like firing back 
with my own ill-mannered 
comment about the high cul­
ture of America that consists of 
NASCAR and light beer. 
But being Canadian means 
being diplomatic and I will not 
deny the fact that the States 
have grown on me and I have 
developed a certain love for my 
home away from home. Nev­
ertheless, I am Canadian and 
having my country win a record 
14 gold medals allows me to 
gloat without being too verbal 
because I can let the results 
from the Olympics speak for 
themselves. 
The fact that I decided to 
write this column speaks vol­
umes about how being in the 
ultra-competitive United States 
has affected me, a foreigner 
in this land where if you don't 
finish first, you're last. Back 
home, we like sports and we 
like to win, but the intense love 
for athletics and the competitive 
nature that exists within this 
country cannot be rivaled. 
Being here has brought out 
my competitive side because 
Americans are so gung-ho 
about winning, and winning 
in any arena, from stadium 
to classroom. To be honest, I 
am fond of this social climate. 
Yes, at times the competitive 
nature here can be a bit disturb­
ing, as highlighted in the high 
school football documentary 
"Go Tigers!" One of the scenes 
depicts a newborn baby boy, 
who cannot even say the word 
football or run a route, being 
greeted by the local high school 
football team's booster club. 
This group of men, who huddle 
around the baby like the Shep­
herd's supposedly do in Jesus' 
birth story, give the newborn a 
little football and debate wether 
he will be a wonderful wide out 
or a hard-hitting safety. 
Is this a bit intense and over 
the top? Yes. But that's not the 
point. The point is that the need 
to win and be the best is tied to 
American ideology (just ask the 
Great Gatsby). That is why it is 
no surprise that Americans have 
a strong hold on most competi­
tive sports in the world. 
That is why when your 
friendly neighbor north of the 
49th parallel gets the chance to 
play David, let us bask in our 
glory. It is not out of disrespect, 
but quite the contrary. When we 
beat the Goliath United States, 
the victory means that much 
more because we know how 
hard it is to kill a giant with a 
slingshot and rock, or win 14 
gold medals when no one ex­
pected you to do so. 
Aztecs own Battle of Black and Blue 
CHRIS HANNEKE 
STAFF WRITER 
Things were looking up 
following an impressive open­
ing weekend when the Toreros 
took three of four from the de­
fending Big Ten Tournament 
champions,the Indiana Hoosiers. 
But that all quickly turned 
south this past week for the USD 
baseball team. The Toreros suf­
fered a shocking loss last Tuesday 
against Cal State Northridge, a 
game they expected to win head­
ing into the annual Black & Blue 
Series with crosstown rival San 
Diego State University. 
Despite jumping out to an 
early 1-0 lead in game one fhe 
team let the game get away and 
they dropped their third straight 
contest in a 5-2 loss to the Aztecs. 
After the first two innings 
breezed by without either team 
recording a base runner, Torero 
third baseman Victor Sanchez hit 
a one-out home run in the top of 
the third inning to give USD the 
early 1-0 lead. 
The only problem? The of­
fense was never able to get going, 
and things fell apart for starting 
pitcher A.J Griffin in the bottom 
half of the seventh. He was pulled 
from the game and sophomore 
Chris Jensen came in on relief in 
hopes of keeping the Aztecs lead to 
one. All hopes slipped away when 
Jensen allowed a three run home 
run to the first batter he faced and 
the lead swelled to 5-1, dropping 
the Toreros to a dissapointing 3-3. 
All of the weight fell on the 
shoulders of sophomore sensation 
Sammy Solis as the series shifted 
to Cunningham Stadium for game 
two of the series. The young lefty 
responded beautifully to the chal­
lenge, as he tossed a gem in which 
he did not allow a run over six 
strong innings of work. 
Solis struck out four Aztecs 
over the first three innings of work 
to keep SDSU at bay. It was after a 
Nick McCoy single up the middle 
to lead off the bottom half of the 
third when James Meador con­
nected on a high drive to left field 
that had just enough carry to it to 
give the Toreros the 2-0 lead. 
After a seventh inning of relief 
by Matt Hauser, Matt Thompson 
came on in relief looking for his 
second save of the season. He got 
it by allowing just two hits in his 
two innings of work, and the Tore­
ros ended their three game losing 
skid, and improving to 4-3 on the 
season. 
The series was all set to shift 
back to Tony Gwynn Stadium 
at SDSU, but the rain came and 
forced a postponement. The rain-
out meant that Sunday's game at 
Cunningham Stadium would be 
the rubber match of the series. The 
Toreros looked to have cured their 
offensive woes as they built a 4-0 
lead in the fifth inning. 
Meador continued to lead 
the offense with an RBI single in 
the third and an RBI double in 
the fifth. He finished the game 
3-4 with three RBI and one run 
scored. 
But things fell apart in the 
seventh.With the game tied, the 
Torero offense was never able to 
regain control, and in the top of 
the ninth, the Aztecs capitalized on 
two huge USD errors en route to a 
five run inning, putting the game 
out of reach. The Aztecs went on 
to a 9-5 victory. 
Coach Rich Hill said of the 
series, "I thought it was just a very 
well-played series by SDSU. They 
deserved to win. In baseball, the 
team that deserves to win usually 
does." 
This may not be the most sat­
isfying answer to Torero fans, who 
came in to the season expecting 
more than .500 baseball through 
the first eight games. But Hill ex­
pects his guys to turn it around as 
the season goes along. 
"We just need to do a better 
job of getting prepared on game 
day," Hill said. "We need to pay 
attention to execution and work 
on staying in the moment, and we 
should be fine." 
RYAN SIDHOO 
SPORTS CO-FDITOR 
TOM ROTH/THE VISTA 
Mike Ferraro rounds the bases, but it was too little too late for the 
Toreros, as they dropped two matches to the Aztecs last weekend. 
*> 
Homesick: Toreros look for wins after road woes 
to be one of the toughest tourna­
ments in the country this year. 
The tournament will begin 
tomorrow at 11:30 a.m, with Wis­
consin taking on Fresno State. 
The Toreros will be in action 
at 4:30 p.m. against Buffalo and 
will also do battle with Wisconsin 
with the first pitch being thrown 
out at 7 p.m. 
The girls are coming off a 
tough weekend in Las Vegas at 
the Louisville Slugger Classic two 
weeks ago. The ladies struggled as 
they dropped six games in three 
days. 
When they take the field this 
Friday, it will mark their first game 
in 12 days. 
This break in the schedule has 
been just what the doctor ordered 
for some, and an impatient waiting 
game for others. 
Nagging injuries have plagued 
the squad in the early weeks of the 
season, and the break has allowed 
the girls to gather their feet un­
derneath them as they prepare to 
move on. 
"It would have been easier to 
jump right back in to a week of 
games," junior third baseman Ce­
leste Soto said. "A lot of the girls 
were determined to work through 
their frustration this week. Las 
Vegas was a wake up call for us. 
We agreed that we had things to 
work on and are glad that this hap­
pened early in the season so that 
we can make our adjustments and 
be ready for conference." 
Many championship teams 
have started slow in the history of 
sports in the modern era. 
The 2010 women's softball 
team has the potential to do ex­
traordinary things this year thanks 
to a talented and focused group 
of young ladies determined to 
achieve greatness. 
"It is better to get the bad out 
of the way now and have more 
experience playing good competi­
tion early on in the season," Soto 
said. 
"It is never easy to take a loss, 
or two, or six in a row, but this is 
setting us up to be competitive and 
ahead of the pack for when confer­
ence rolls around." 
In the tournament this upcom­
ing weekend the softball team will 
play three other games against the 
University of Oregon Ducks, the 
Cal Poly Mustangs and the Long 
Beach State *49ers. 
Hopefully this tournament 
will give the Toreros the boost 
they need to bounce back on track 
and prepare them for conference, 
as playing at home seems to cure 
all, even a losing a streak. 
BRIAN FARRIS & 
ZACK WALTERS 
STAFF WRITFR 
The USD softball team is gear­
ing up for a big week as they pre­
pare to host six teams for the San 
Diego Classic. The participants for 
the inaugural tournament will in­
clude Buffalo, Wisconsin, UCLA, 
Fresno State, Cal Poly and Long 
Beach State. 
This incredible compilation 
of teams will undoubtedly prove 
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA 
sleste Soto looks to lead the Toreros this week with her offense. 
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R better RS for 
YOU. 
' JOEY SHOEN 
STAFF WRITFR 
Last year, as a seventh seed, 
the USD women's basketball 
team became the first team in 
league history to win three games 
in three days to make it to the finals 
of the WCC Tournament, where 
they finally fell to the Bulldogs of 
Gonzaga. After splitting a pair of 
games on the road last weekend, 
this year's Lady Toreros' only 
hope of making the big dance 
is to break their own record and 
win four consecutive tournament 
games in this year's conference 
tournament. Easy enough, right? 
USD headed up the interstate 
to take on Loyola Marymount Uni­
versity last Thursday night, need­
ing a win to keep their hopes up for 
a fourth place finish in league play 
and chance to earn a first-round 
bye in the WCC Tournament alive. 
Down by 10 with less than seven 
minutes remaining, the Lady Tore­
ros went on an 11 -0 run that was 
capped by a jumper by Sam Child 
to give USD the lead at 65-64 with 
2:56 to go. 
"We always believe until the 
game is over that we are going to 
win," junior forward Sara Vander-
Horst said. "Believing in ourselves 
and our teammates allows every­
one to continue to fight every play 
of the game." 
That willingness to fight was 
exemplified over the game's final 
minutes where, after exchanging 
buckets with the Lions, USD put 
the ball in star point guard Domi­
nique Conners' hands with fewer 
than 30 ticks left. Conners got 
fouled and coolly sank both free 
throws to put the Lady Toreros 
back ahead, 69-68. Following a 
stop by USD, Morgan Woodrow 
was sent to the line with two sec­
onds remaining where she also 
made both to extend the margin 
to three. That's when things got 
really exciting. 
Lions' guard Renahy Young 
took the ensuing inbound and 
heaved a half-court prayer that 
went in and apparently tied the 
game at 71. However, an of­
ficial review showed that Young 
released the ball too late and the 
Lady Toreros were able to escape 
with the thrilling victory. 
Conners led all scorers with 
28 points to go along with five 
rebounds, and senior forward 
Morgan Henderson chipped in 
with a double-double of 16 points 
and 10 rebounds. 
In Saturday's final regular 
season game against Pepperdine 
in Malibu, USD started off slug­
gishly and allowed the Waves to 
score the first eight points of the 
contest. However, as they have 
done all season, the Lady Toreros 
battled back and actually found 
themselves up 29-25 at the break 
following a 13-4 run to close the 
half. 
The see-saw battle contin­
ued after intermission, as both 
teams refused to let the other take 
control. After Pepperdine took a 
52-49 lead on a Miranda Ayim lay 
up with 3:23 to go, Conners went 
on a personal 6-0 spurt to put USD 
up three with 1:37 left. 
Pepperdine's Jazmine Jack­
son knotted the game at 55 with a 
free throw, but Conners answered 
with yet another basket to put the 
Lady Toreros ahead 57-55 with 
11 seconds remaining. Ayim was 
the beneficiary of a questionable 
call on the other end, and she 
responded with two clutch free 
throws to send the game into over­
time. 
USD proved to be no match 
for Pepperdine in the extra frame, 
as the Waves capitalized on a mul­
titude of Lady Torero turnovers 
to outscore USD 19-8 over the 
final five minutes. The final score, 
76-65, might not reflect how tight 
the game was, but the closeness 
of the game doesn't provide much 
solace to the USD players and 
coaches, who fell into fifth place. 
Naturally, Conners was the game's 
high scorer with 22 points, but she 
also had nine of the Lady Toreros' 
astonishing 28 turnovers. 
USD knows it will have to 
take much better care of the ball 
and be sharp in every facet of the 
game if they want to make another 
magical run in Las Vegas, Nev. 
While the odds may be stacked 
against them, the team's tendency 
to play all teams in the WCC 
toughly is something that gives 
the squad hope. 
"Playing both St. Mary's and 
Gonzaga so close in the second 
half of the league, we know what 
we are capable of doing," Vander-
Horst said. 
That may be true, but after 
falling at Pepperdine, USD will 
now have to win back to back 
games to even earn the opportu­
nity to play either Gonzaga or St. 
Mary's. 
the parking headache. 
Buy a USD Student Semester Pass & score unlimited 
rides on the Bus and Trolley all semester long. 
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA 
Morgan Woodrow sank two clutch free throws to lead the Toreros 
past LMU. 









On sale at the UC Ticket Office 
January 4 - February 22,2010 
$147 
Valid January 18 - May 31,2010 
(includes a $15 USD subsidy) 
Limit one pass per student. Student ID required for purchase. 
www.sdmts.com 
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I am Oakland: Family First 
JUSTIN FONTENBERRY 
STAFF WRITFR 
Family First is a circle of 
friends bound together by a posi­
tive affiliation dissimilar to those 
associated with gangs and other 
negative stereotypes in which 
teens are labeled. 
The idea behind Family First 
is complex. Some may relate it 
to a fraternity, as we are estab­
lishing a brotherhood. However, 
instead of being a cult or organi­
zation, our connection with one 
another is simply based upon pure 
friendship and loyalty, not show 
and tell. Family First is far from 
being considered a gang because 
our purpose is to promote positive 
change within the community, not 
tear it down. In reality, we are all 
just a large circle of close friends. 
There are no big brothers, leaders 
and pledging because we are all 
leaders. We're not as controlling 
as a gang or fraternity, we just 
want to impact our communities 
in a postitive way. 
The concept behind Family 
First is exactly what its title im­
plies, keeping your family first 
and making sure you're living 
a wholesome lifestyle that will 
rub off on your peers, as well as 
your own biological and extended 
family. The group of guys I know 
that are involved within the circle 
are like brothers to me and they 
are part of an extended family. We 
look out for each other and try to 
create new avenues for all of us to 
be successful. 
This movement was started 
by a group of talented and athletic 
individuals - Marshawn Lynch, 
Verdell Larkins and Robert 
Jordan. At that time they were all 
attending the University of Cali­
fornia, Berkeley. 
Their intentions were solely 
to serve as positive role models 
to those who would be brought 
up after them. The concept then 
spread like wildfire, and the 
group's message branched out 
to members of their former high 
schools in the Bay Area. 
For example, members of 
Oakland Technical High School 
and Hayward High School ath­
letics immediately began repre­
senting the motto established by 
this lifestyle. Former USD Ail-
American quarterback Josh John­
son, former University of North 
Carolina guard Quentin Thomas 
and many others playing sports 
across the nation are representing 
this family as well. 
Family First has a very tal­
ented and educated circle which 
not only promotes and supports 
athletics, but other extra-curric­
ular activities such as music, art 
and mentoring the youth. There 
are a group of artists exploring 
all the legal, and positive avenues 
as a way to "make it" in society 
and strive for success within this 
economy. At the end of the day, it 
is always important to put family 
first. 
Impossible is nothing: WCC Tournament awaits 
ROBERTO MAFRA 
STAFF WRITFR 
So that was it for me! No more 
home games as a Torero. But one 
thing I can say is that it has been a 
pleasant experience being a Torero 
these past two years. This, in turn, 
means my basketball career in 
college is coming closer to an 
end. The past four years playing 
in the United States has been an 
excellent experience for me, both 
from an athletic and academic 
standpoint. Not only have I been 
able to play the sport I love, but I 
have also been able to earn a col­
lege degree from an outstanding 
academic institution. 
I can still remember my first 
practice in the United States at 
Southeastern Community College 
in West Burlington, Iowa. Playing 
at the junior college level was the 
only way I could play basketball 
here for two reasons. One, the 
ACT is not offered in Brazil and 
two, I could not speak any Eng­
lish. These two factors made my 
transition from Brazil directly to a 
university practically impossible. 
Looking back on that first 
practice, I can remember the differ­
ences in the level of play between 
myself and my juco teammates. 
I initially thought I would have a 
very difficult time being successful 
at this level, but I was determined, 
and I knew that if I wanted to play 
at a Division I school I needed to 
work very hard to make that dream 
a reality. Looking back, one thing 
I can say with complete certainty 
is that I did work very hard to be in 
the position I am in right now. 
After my senior night I real­
ized that I am not as content as I 
imagined myself being at this point 
in my career. Since my freshman 
year I have been envisioning this 
night, but this experience and my 
season is not ending the way I had 
hoped and planned. Injuries have 
plagued our team from the begin­
ning, making the success of our 
team more difficult. The team's 
chemistry never seemed to com­
pletely click for many different 
reasons. However, the only thing 
I can do is learn from the team's 
mistakes and become a better 
player. 
My ultimate dream of play­
ing in the NCAA tournament has 
turned out to be almost impossible 
at this point. The only games guar­
anteed for my collegiate basketball 
career are the ones that are to be 
played at the WCC tournament in 
Vegas. 
At this point I have to ask 
myself, how can I make my dream 
of playing in an NCAA tourna­
ment a reality? The only answer, 
and it's certainly not an easy one, 
is to win the WCC tournament, 
which takes place tomorrow in 
Las Vegas. Will it be a difficult 
journey? Absolutely. Impossible? 
Nothing is impossible. 
Golf does more than win in New Orleans 
TYLER WILSON 
sSTAFF WRITERS 
The USD men's golf team 
continued their stellar perfor­
mance last week by capturing the 
All State Sugar Bowl Mardi Gras 
Invitational. The Toreros received 
seven votes for the Golf World/ 
Nike Golf Coaches Top 25 poll for 
their exceptional play in this tour­
nament, along with the previous 
two tournaments. 
The Invitational consisted of 
teams from all over the nation, the 
most notable competition coming 
from the North Carolina State Uni­
versity Wolfpack. The Wolfpack 
was ranked 24th in the country 
coming into the tournament. 
USD shot a five-over par 
293 to take the team title in New 
Orleans, a noticeably different 
environment than the Toreros are 
used to. 
"They needed to learn to adjust 
to the conditions, such as the ball 
not going as far in the cold," USD 
head coach Tim Mickelson said. 
"It was just a great week." 
The Toreros definitely ad­
justed to the different conditions, 
displaying their strength and 
taking control in the final round. 
NC State held a one-stroke lead 
coming into the final day of the 
tournament, but USD came on 
strong and handed the Wolfpack a 
five-stroke loss and a three-stroke 
loss overall. 
Sophomore Alex Ching took 
home the individual medalist 
honors, which is the individual first 
place championship in the entire 
tournament. Ching finished six 
strokes ahead of the second place 
finisher, NC State's Brad Revell 
by starting the tournament with a 
first round 64 and finishing it with 
a solid 69 in the final round. 
"Alex's 64 was the most im­
pressive round I have ever seen 
since getting into coaching," 
Coach Mickelson said. 
Junior Scott Bruce shot a 
final round 71 for the Toreros and 
finished in eighth place overall. 
Junior Jason Shano tied for 21st 
overall, and juniors Gunner Wiebe 
and Ben Murray, finished in 31st 
and 33rd for the Toreros, respec­
tively. 
The Toreros also worked 
with Habitat for Humanity while 
on the trip, laying the entire floor 
for the house they worked on. 
They worked with the? East St. 
Tammany chapter of Habitat for 
Humanity in Slidell, La. This area 
was near Lake Pontchartrain, the 
lake that overflowed into New 
Orleans during Hurricane Katrina. 
Even though the area was five 
miles from the lake, it was under 
four to five feet of standing water 
after Hurricane Katrina. 
The USD golf team has won 
four of its last five team events, 
but has a very tough road ahead of 
them. They are currently compet­
ing in the USC Collegiate Invita­
tional against seven teams ranked 
in the top 25 nationally. 
"We feel that we have been 
completely overlooked by those 
who follow college golf closely," 
Coach Mickelson said. The Tore­
ros look to change this perspective 






This past weekend was 
simply brutal; as brutal as taking 
Kwame Brown with the top pick 
in the 2001 Draft. As brutal as 
the Detroit Tigers' 119 loss cam­
paign in 2003. As brutal as the 
Colts spurning the Baltimore 
faithful and ducking out in the 
cover of the night to Indianapo­
lis in 1984. This was a histori­
cally brutal weekend. 
As I stepped into the Jenny 
Craig Pavilion on Saturday it 
really hit me for the first time. 
This is the last game I may ever 
see Brandon Johnson play right 
before my eyes. I have had the 
distinct pleasure of watching 
him dismantle the WCC compe­
tition with supreme ease for the 
past three years. 
As he and the three other se­
niors were honored at half court 
prior to the start of the game, I 
could not help but wonder what 
could have been. The ensuing 
game served as another painful 
reminder of missed opportuni­
ties. Everything seemed to go 
right in the 65-48 rout of hapless 
Pepperdine. The team worked 
so well together, moving in 
unison, poetically engineering 
a decisive beat down. The team 
teased the crowd with flashes 
of brilliance that once seemed 
inevitable only a few short 
months ago, but unfortunately 
never came to fruition. I left the 
game in marvel of the talent that 
is leaving, and wondering how 
we will fill the massive void left 
by the departure of the greatest 
player USD has ever seen. 
Sunday promised to be a 
day of excitement as the gold 
medal hockey game between 
the USA and Canada was the top 
priority on my list of things to 
do. For three hours I was riding 
a wave of pure adrenaline sup­
plied by these immensely gifted 
tacticians of the ice. After 7:40 
of intense overtime play, Sidney 
Crosby dashed my whimsical 
dream of seeing Team USA 
hoist their improbable gold 
medals above their heads. This 
team took me on a rollercoaster 
ride for the ages, only to have 
the ride stop just short of satis­
fying perfection. 
The fetid cherry on top of 
the putrid sundae that was my 
weekend in sports was the 13-
point lead my Denver Nuggets 
surrendered to the Los Angeles 
Lakers en route to a disappoint­
ing loss. The win that seemed 
intact through most of the game 
would have catapulted the Nug­
gets within reach of the top seed 
in the West, but ohly dropped 
them further behind in the stand­
ings. Because of the aforemen­
tioned hockey game, I was only 
able to watch bits of the game 
until the end, when I was able to 
witness the final collapse. 
The sports weekend could 
not have gotten much worse. 
My teams showed me their im­
mense potential, only to rip it 
away in complete disregard of 
my feelings. Maybe ignorance 
really is bliss. 
GUNNER WIEBE/THE VISTA 
The USD men's golf team takes a break from helping build a house with Habitat for Humanity while in 
N6w Orleans. 
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The mirage: Toreros search for American Dream in Vegas 
ALBERT SAMAHA 
STAFF WRITFR 
The American Dream is somewhere in 
Vegas. It's in slot machines and strip clubs 
and behind the dumpster around the corner 
from the Flamingo. Starving souls striving 
for a heaping slice of the Great American 
Pie; souls with lustful eyes and greedy 
hands, reeking of desperation, make the 
pilgrimage to the Mecca of the American 
Dream. Pure Horatio Alger. But Dreams 
die in the desert. Slowly and painfully they 
shrivel • up as the intense heat sucks out 
every last drop of hope. Here, the American 
Dream is a mirage. 
For the second straight year the Mecca 
of the American Dream will host the WCC. 
Tournament. A fitting locale. USD enters 
the tourney as the six seed, a fortuitous turn 
of events considering their 3-11 conference 
record put them in a three-way tie for last 
place. But the details matter not, for in the 
WCC Tournament the house always wins. 
The deck is heavily stacked against the 
lower seeds. 
The top two seeds, Gonzaga and Saint 
Mary's, earn double byes - tax cuts for the 
wealthy. While the three and four seeds, 
Portland and San Francisco, earn single 
byes. Thus the five through eight seeds must 
win four games in four days to win a seat at 
the March Madness table. If USD gets past 
Santa Clara in the first round, they then play 
a well-rested Portland the next day. If they 
win that game, they play an even more well-
rested Gonzaga in the semi-finals. 
The WCC Tournament is structured 
to hinder unlikely upsets and limit upward 
mobility. It rewards teams for their regular 
season success, an especially notable factor 
in a college basketball world where the 
regular season is essentially meaningless 
for top-tier programs. 
And yet, 340 miles away, the oasis is 
visible. After all, last week's pair of games, 
a 69-72 loss to Loyola Marymount and a 
65-48 win over Pepperdine, were the first 
time the Torferos posted back-to-back 60 
point outputs in over three weeks. Gears of 
offensive competency are beginning to turn, 
it seems. 
The Torero freshmen are starting to 
look comfortable in the Billy-Ball system 
and Brandon Johnson, Devin Ginty and 
Chris Lewis provide experience from the 
2008 championship run. Furthermore, 
USD's strong defense, fanatical hustle and 
domineering tempo have the potential to 
keep each game close. 
Of course the Toreros (10-20, 3-11) 
have lost all season, including 11 of their 
last 14 games. Why would this suddenly 
change now? The mirage. 
Of the bottom four seeds, Loyola 
Marymount possesses the only discernible 
chance at a deep run. LMU, the five seed, 
is a young team. They have no seniors and 
three of their four leading scorers are soph­
omores, but they are fast, hungry and fear­
less. Very reminiscent of the 2008 Toreros. 
The Lions are led by scoring machine Drew 
Viney, the springy and afro'd Kevin Young 
and the crafty Vernon Teel, who is seeking 
to avenge his disappointing performance in 
last year's tournament, where he shot 1-7 
from the field and 1-9 from the free throw 
line in a six point first round loss to USD. 
The most legitimate sleeper, though, is 
four seed San Fransisco, because they will 
have the most talented player on the court 
in every contest. Dior Lowhorn can take 
over games for long stretches at a time, and 
on both ends of the court. His energy and 
passion are overt and contagious. No WCC 
bench brigade cheers with more fervor or 
trades more high fives than the Dons. A 
recipe for a dark horse. 
Every few years a moderate underdog 
wins the tournament. This ensures that the 
illusion of upward mobility subsists; that 
the mirage lingers. 
•  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a  
The Orleans Arena feels like the inside 
of a snare drum. Three sides of theater-style 
seats form a horseshoe around the polished 
parquet. The fourth side is a high, white, 
sound-reverberating wall. Chants, rim 
clangs, grunts and cross-overs echo off the 
wall and saturate the arena with a rich aura 
of college basketball. Senses are enhanced 
in Vegas and the atmosphere is vibrant. Fans 
of all West Coast Conference ilk converge 
to prowl Las Vegas Boulevard like wilde­
beests high on Red Bull. Wild-eyed and 
loud-mouthed California college kids fuse 
the exuberance of a big-time sporting event 
with the revelry of spring break. A perfect 
storm of zeal and frenzy, a massive celebra­
tion of WCC hoops; we tourney where you 
spring break. 
Torero Nation will venture north on the 
1-15 in search of the American Dream, with 
hopes that the oasis at the end of the high­
way will not vanish at nightfall. Bulldogs 
and Lions and Broncos await, clutching the 
same hope, and dreaming the same Dream. 
SAMARA CERTIFIED WCC AWARDS 
wconiisii™ 
C- Omar Samhan, Saint Mary's 
F-Dior Lowhorn, San Francisco 
F- Drew Viney, Loyola Marymount 
G- Matt Bouldin, Gonzaga 
G- T.J. Campbell, Portland 
WCC AWARDS 
Player of the Year: Omar Samhan, Saint Mary's 
Defensive Player of the Year: Vernon Teel, Loyola Marymount 
Freshman of the Year: Elias Harris, Gonzaga 
Most Improved Players: Luke Sikma, Portland; Mickey 
McConnell, Saint Mary's 
Coach of the Year: Max Good, Loyola Marymount 
USD AWARDS 
MVP: Brandon Johnson 
Defensive Player of the Year: De'Jon Jackson 
Most Improved Player: Chris Lewis 
Freshman of the Year: Chris Manresa 
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The McGwire brothers 
David Stern 
Chris Cohen the owner 
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA 
Freshman Ken Rancifer's skills are no mirage, but pure unadulterated truth. Although 
Coach Grier has kept the reins on the explosive wing, Rancifer has displayed glim­
mers of excellence through this dark season of Torero losing. 
